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GRAVE CRISIS ARISES IN MEXICAN SITUATION
"GET-TOGETHE-

MEETING

R"

AND LUNCHEON

TO-NIG- HT

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
MILITIAMEN OF THREE STATES
ORDERED TO THE BORDER
TO BE FRIDAY, MAY 19

Chamber of Commerce Boosters are to Feast and Company "K" of Clovis Received Orders Tuesday Baccalaureate Sermon at Christian Church Sunday
Morning, May 14. Class Day Program Thursto Mobilize, and Left Thursday Evening. Pres
Plan for the Building of a Greater City. The
day Night at the Same Place. Grades Musical
ident Wilson Issues Orders to Texas, New Mex
Slogan will be "Ten Thousand Inhabitants for
ico and Arizona Guards.
Program Wednesday Evening at Lyceum.
Border Situation
Clovis by 1920." Good Speakers on the fro
Large Graduating Class.
Alarming.
gram.
meeting of the Clovis Chamber of Commerce was
hald Friday night and plans
made for a spread to be held at
the Harvey House tonight when
the "live ones" will listen to
good speakers who will talk on
the subjects calculated to inspire
others with the boosting: spirit
While the attendance was not
large at the meeting, what it
lacke doa that score, it more than
made up in enthusiasm. It was
decided to have buttons for every
man, woman and child in Clovis
which will bear the inscription
"10,000 inhabitants for Clovis in
1920." The buttons have been
ordered and are expected here
not later than May 25. The
membership committee reported
that about 100 new members had
enrolled and that they expected
to double this by the next meeting. The committee on entertainment for the Bankers Convention which meets here on
June Oar. J . reported tiiat everything was progressing satisfactorily and asked that a committee on music be appointed.
Those appointed on this committee were E. E. Tagerder. A. W.
Johnson, Musin Croft and Horace
L. Elder. Those appointed on
A rouging

7:30 Band Plays Assembly.

the advertising committee were
Frank Burns, L. R. Conarty. A.
E. Curren and Jack Hull. A
committee on decorations was
also appointed consisting of W.
I. Luikart, Bert Curless, Leland
Chapman, Jack Hull and C. D.
Irvine. Frank Burns resigned
as Secretary which was accepted
and a vote of thanks extended
to the retiring officers C. E.
Dennis and Frank Burns.
CURLESS IS SECRETARY

Bert Curless, who was elected
secretary by acclamation, is one
of the greatest boosters that
Clovis ever had. He has been
on the job continuously for seven
or eight years and has never
been too busy with personal affairs to attend a meeting. He
is the man who made them all
sit up and take notice of Clovis
and Curry county at the big
Wichita Kansas fair and he has
always been considered the right
hand bower of the chairman
when he wanted someone that
he could depend upon to do
something. A better selection
could not have been made. It
was decided to hold the banquet
on the 12th at whic h tiaie the
following program will be
rendered:

"I'm So Dry"

Song all together

7:45 to 8:15 Luncheon

Band Music

-

8:15 to 8:15 Impromptu Talks (5 minutes) on Bankers ConvenG. W. Harrison of Farwell Texas
tion led by
Band Music
8:45 to 9:00 Address

Civic Improvement

..

A. L. Dillon

-

Song "Ireland" - Miss Welch
9:00 to 9:30 Address "We are Up on Top of the World"
Judge Hamlin
Song "Sing On" -- Miss Lorena Connolley
9:30 to 9:45 Address "Eastern New Mexico as Stock Farming
Alex Shipley
Country"
Music
Cash Ramey

9:45 to 10:00 Address "Our Growth"
10:00 to 10:13 Address "Our

Future" Judge G.

A.

Richardson

Hon. Sam Bratton
10:15 to 10:30 Address "Co operation"
Closing Song all together "Good Night Ladies"

Wilton has issued orders to
the Adjutant Generals of Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona to call
out the militia of these states for
border duty. In the event of
hostilities it may be necessary
for these soldiers to cross the
border, but before they could be
compelled to do so, they would
have to
in volunteer
companies.
Battery "A" of
Roswell with its full quota of
200 men has also been ordered
out and is now en route to the
border. The New Mexico militia
will assemble at Columbus on
the border, the little town that
was sacked by the Villa Bandits.
Besides
the militiamen, five
thousand regulars and several
companies of coast artillery are
being sent to the border, making
an expedition of some ten or
twelve thousand men in all.
This will gtve Funston a force
of 50,000 men for service along
the border and in Mexico.
st

Situation Looks Alarming
General Obregon, the Mexican
war minister, has demanded the
immediate withdrawal of the
American troops in Mexico or
fight the de Facto government.
Carranza has been reported as
saying that if the Americans do
not leave or set a date of leaving
soon, that he will drive them out,
but in the meantime the Americans are making preparations
for the worst and are not uneasy
about being driventout In fact
if there is any driving to be
done, it is more than likely that
it will be the Mexicans that will
be driven. The Americans have
refused to leave until conditions
have improved.

Patriotic Demonstration
"K" en

The ICIovis Company

trained yesterday evening for
the front and their departure
was the occasion for a patriotic
demonstration. The bands played and the friends and relatives
of the brave soldier boys gathered at the train to bid them fareot ours have
well. These-boyresponded to their country's call
:ind are ready and willing to endure hardship without a murmur.
Business men left their places of
business to show their appreciation with a parting farwell.
Soldier life in time of war is no
fun, it is ro childs play, it is a
serious proposition, but someone
must do it. The honor of your
country, home and fireside demand it. Some of these boys
may not return alive. This fact
appealed to many of those who
The shallow
had assembled.
minded of course took it as a
joke. In honoring these boys,
you honor yourselves.
Including the new recruits,
some of whom enlisted at the
last moment, the m eraberahip of
s

Hogs Top Market
The two car loads of hogs

Central Market Sold
W. Harvey, a former mem-k-of thf of Hnrvev and Morris,
cloned a ileal Monday before his
for th?
ilt parture lor Missouri,
Central Mwu Market, A'hirh
purchased from Huuk, Keown
and Wood. Mr. Harvey will assume control after the 15th and
will take personal management
V

x

.

and Nichols
sent to market the first of the
week brought $9.75 or the top
t "ce of the market. They wc re
rst class animals and averaged
LOO
They will
pounds each.
make another shipment within a
few days.
which

Doui?hton

'.i

on or about the first of the
month. His two sons will assist
The city council has ordered
him in conducting the business. quite a little mere sidewalk on
the east side. There will be
more concrete sidewalk layed
Sunday Fishing Party
this year than in all years previA party of young folks con-

Veta Bills, ous.
The girls of Miss Jones' S. S.
Addie Chenworth, May Bouton
and Miss Boseh and Mesdames class will give a pie supper FriMears, Stonehill and Nelson and day night in the basement at the
Meesrs Nelson, Stonehill, Hull Baptist church, while the girls
and Petree went to Hereford of Mrs. Harris' class will sell ice
fishing Sunday. They all caught cream and cake in connection
with the pie supper.
S4 fish.
sisting

of

Misses

theconpanynumberel
They marched from

thirty-tw-

o

the armory

to the intersection of Main Street
and Grand Avenue where they
were joined by Johnson's band
and all marched to the depot.

It is estimated that two thousand
people assembled

Twenty two graduates, by far
at the station the largest class ever turned out

Practically every business house

that

in town was closed in order

the employes might show their
respects to "OUR BOYS."
Judge Richardson made a few
touching farewell remarks.
At three thirty the train bearing the Carlsbad, Artesia and
Portales militiamen and battery
"A" of Roswell arrived together
with the equipment. The girls
band was there and the two
Clovis bands struck up lively
tunes. It was patriotic. Thousands cheered. It was the first
time anything of the kind had
ever occurred in Clovis.
The
Clovis company was photographed at the station platform and
at five o'clock the train departed
for Belen where it will meet the
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Vegas
and Raton guards when all will
proceed to Columbus for service.
1st Lieutenant Hobart Miller remained behind for the purpose
of securing and training recruits.

Another Raid
El Paso, Texas, May 7. -- Three
American soldiers and a
boy have lost their lives and
two American citizens have been
kidnapped and carried south of
the international boundary to almost certain death, in another
raid of Mexican bandits that
takes rank with Panoho Villa's
famous attack on Columbus, N.
M.
Whether the marauders
were Villistas or Carranxistas is
not known.
The bandits foray, carrying
southern
them through
limits of Brewster county; in the
Big Bend district of Texas, and
taking in three little settlements
near the border Glen Springs,
Boquillas and Deemers took
place on Friday night and Saturday morning, but news of it did
not reach here until today.

the

REINFORCEMENTS

SENT.

Within an hour preparations
had begun for adequate military
action. Major General Frederick Funston ordered that in all
four troop3 of cavalry .should
proceed to the raided section to
reinforce small detachments already on the awne. from
Alpine and other convenii:!it
points.
Thtiso troops got under way
tonijiht. It is said hero that if
the exigencies of the ca.e
such action they will
cross the border in order to run
down and .disperse the bandits.
According to Major Meyer, the
in
bandits, about seventy-fivnumber, crossed the Rio Grande
from the Mexican side late Friday afteraoon at a point a few
miles south of Terlingua, Texas,
where there is a guard of about

Mandell Will Enlarge
by the Clovis High Schools, will
A thirty foot brick extension
receive their diplomas this year. will be built to the Havener
The Commencement evercises building on South Main Street,
will be held at the Christian which is occupied by Mandells
Church Friday evening May 19. Dry Goods and Clothing Store;
The baccalaureate sermon will The brick has been ordered and

awarded to R. L.
Pryor. In addition to the extension, a new front will be installed in the dry goods department
on the north side. It will be
what is termed as a promenade
front with doors inset twelve
feet from the front line of the
building. The only other fronts
like it in the state are Kittle and
Collister and M. Mandell's at
Albuquerque.
This enlargement will give Mr. Mandell a
floor space of 50x110 feet. It
will enable him to display his
goods to an advantage and will
BANQUET
Thursday evening after class be one of the most attractive
day exercises, the graduates and stores in the country.
friend9 will repair to the Antlers
dining room, where they will be
Tom" Cooper Killed
banqueted.
The baccalaureate
music Sunday morning at the J. T. (Tom) Cooper, employed
church will be under the direc by the Santa Fe as switchman,
was accidentally killed in the
tion of Mrs. C. F. Downing.
Belen yards Tuesday morning.
GRADUATES
So far as can be learned, there
Laura E. Birdwell
were no eye witnesses and the
Frank B. Carroon
manner in which Mr. Cooper
Douglass
Jessie
met
his death will probably
Henry Eshleman
be known.
His watch
never
Alberta B. Flinn
stopped
indicating
10:48,
at
that
Lettie L. Graham
accident
occurred
the
at
that
Delia Henson
time. His body was found shortGeorge D, Houchen
ly after 11:00 o'clock, badly manFannie D. Howell
gled.
Mr. Cooper had been emAnna M. Kiely
ployed by the Santa Fe for about
Bessie L. Mathers
three years, mostly in the capac
R. Jewel Moore
ity of brakeman. He formerly
Elizabeth O'Hara
resided in Clovis, but was transFlorence C Painter
ferred to Belen last fall, out of
Perkins L. Pat ton
which point he worked as brake-ma- n
Juanita F. Ragsdale
until about two months ago.
Burt A. Rogers
when
he accepted service in the
Madge Tate
yard.
His parents live in CarlsDollie Wagner
He
bad.
was married and his
Riley A. Wallace
lives
El Paso.
in
wife
Celia M. Woodward
be preached by Rev. C. W. Lambert next Sunday morning at the
Christian church. The class day
program will be held Thursday
night May 18 at the same church
while the grades musical program will be held Wednesday
night at the Lyceum. An admission of fifteen cents will be
charded for this entertainment
in order to defray the expenses
of the building, etc. The Commencement address will be delivered by Supt. Alvan N. White
of Santa Fe.

he contract

EXERCISES

CLASS NIHGT

Chorus
C'.aas History Dollie Wagner
Duet Bessie Mathers and Madge
Tate
Class Poem - Madge Tate
Class Will Florence Painter
--

To Voters of Curry County
My attention has been called
to a circular letter headed:

"Office of W. C. Zerwer, Candidate for County Clerk" and
signed by "W. C. Zerwer" and
Qiartette
in the Circular the above menHeading -- Junnita Ragsdale
tioned candidate for County
O'Hara
Vocal
Clerk states that his "predecesOration - Henry Eshleman
sor used embossed letter heads
Howell and Delia and envelopes that cost the
Henson
County $25 00 per thousand."
Reading -- P.urton Rogers
I want to say to the voters of
Class Prophecy Lettie Graham Curry County that this is not a
Quartette
statement of facts. The records
Presentation of Cap and Gown-Je- wel will disclose that the highest
Moore
prices ever paid for the best
Senior Class Album
grades of stationary for special
Chorus.
use did not cost one third of that
amount and that the above men
Notice
tioned candidate for County
The Mountain States Telephon e Clerk helped select the stationand Telegraph Company's tele- ary and signed his own name
thirty men.
phone directory will go to prtss on the order as Deputy Clerk.
proceeded
they
From there
eastward through the desolate about May 15th. Anybody want- Sofcie other statements in the
reaches of the Big Bend country ing new phones or changes will
circular are in proportion as to
over an old wagon road toward kindly call before this date.
VV.
Meyers.
facts.
F.
ranch
Glen Springs, a small
A. L Await.
Exchange Manager.
It
(Continued on last page)
--
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JACK. LONDON
CHAPTER IV.
7

Beginning of Life Amw,
I
I muit go on with my ttory.
traveled through a deserted land. At
the time went by I began to yearn
more and more (or human beings. But
I never found one, and I grew lonelier
I crossed Llvermore
and lonelier.
valley and the mountains between It
and the great valley of the Ban Joaquin. Tou have never seen that valley, but It Is very large and It Is the
home of the wild horse. There are
great droves there, thousands and tens
I revisited It thirty
of thousands.
years after, so I know. Tou think
there are lots of wild horses down
here In the coast valleys, but they
are as nothing compared with those
Strange to say,
of the San Joaquin.
the cows, when they went wild, went
bark Into the lower mountains. Evidently tbey were better able to protect
themselves there.
"In the country districts the ghouls
and prowlers bad been less in evidence, for I found many villages and
towns untouched by fire. But they
were filled by the pestilential dead,
and I passed by without exploring
them. It was near Lathrop that, out
of my loneliness, I picked up a pair of
collie dogs that were so newly free
that they were urgently willing to
return to their allegiance to man.
These collies accompanied me for
many years, and the strains of them
are in these very dogs there that you
boys have today. But in sixty year
the collie strain has worked out Those
brutes are more like domesticated
wolves than anything else."
Hare-Lirose to his feet, glanced
to see that the goats were safe, and
looked at the sun's position In the
afternoon sky, advertising impatience
at the prolixity ot the old man's tale.
Vrged to hurry by Edwin. Ganser
went on:
"There is little more to tell. With
my two dogs and my pony, and riding a horse I had managed to capture, I crossed the San Joaquin and
went on to a wonderful valley in the
Sierras called Yosemlte. In the great
hotel there I found a prodigious supply of t'nned provisions. The pasture
was abundant, as was the game, and
the river that ran through the valley
was full of trout. I remained there
three years in an utter loneliness that
none but a man who has once been
highly clvlllied can understand. Then
I could stand it no more. I felt that
I was going craxy. Like the dog, I
was a social animal and needed my
kind. I reasoned that since I bad
survived the plague, there was a possibility that others bad survived.
Also, I reasoned that after three year
the plague germs must all be gone
and the land be clean again.
"With my horse and dogs and pony,
1 set out.
Again I crossed the San
Joaquin valley, the mountains beyond,
and came down Into Livermore valley. The change In those three years
was amazing. All the land had been
splendidly tilled, and now 1 could
scarcely recogniie it, such was the
sea of rank vegetation that bad overhandiwork of
run the agricultural
man. Tou see, the wheat, the vegetable, and orchard trees bad always
been cared for and nursed by man, so
that they were soft and tender. The
weeds and wild bushes and such
things, on the contrary, had always
been fought by man, so that they
were tough and resistant As a result
when the hand of man was removed
the wild vegetation smothered and destroyed practically all the domesticated vegetation. The coyotes were
greatly Increased, and it was at this
time that I first encountered wolves,
straying in twos and threes and small
packs, down from the wild regions
where they had always persisted.
"It was at Lake Temetcal. not far
from the
city of Oakland,
that I came upon the first live human
being. Oh, my grandsons, how can I
describe to you my emotions, when,
astride my horse and dropping down
the hillside to the lake, I saw the
smoke of a campflre rising through
the trees.
Almost did my heart stop
beating. I felt that I was going craxy.
Then I heard the cry of a babe a human babe. And dogs barked and my
dogs answered.
did not know but
that I was the one human alive in the
whole world. It could not be true
that there were others smoke, and
the cry of a babe
"Emerging on the lake, there, before my eyes, r.ot a hundred yards
away, I saw a man. a larite man. He
was standing on an outjutting rock
and fishing. I war overcome. I stopped
my horse. I tri d to call out but
could not 1 waved my hand.
It
seemed to roe that il- - man looked at
me, but be did not appear to wave.
Then I laid my bai.d on my arms
there in the saddle. I was afraid to
look again, for I knew !t aa an hallucination, and I knew that :f I looked
the man would b gone And o precious was the hallucination that I
wanted It to persist yet a little while.
1 knew, too, that as long as I did not
look It would persist
"Thus I remained, until 1 ntard my
But

p

one-tim-

1

dogs snarling, and man's voice. What
do you think the voice said? I will
teU you. It said: "Where in beU did
you come from?"
"Those were the words, the exact
words. That was what your grandwhen he
father said to me, Hare-Lip- ,
greeted me there on the shore of Lake
years ago- And
Temescal
they were the most Ineffable words I
have ever heard. I opened my eyes,
and there be stood before me, a large,
dark, hairy man, heavy jawed, slaut
browed, fierce eyed. How I got off
my horse I do not know.
But it
seemed that the next I knew I was
clasping his band with both of mine
and crying. I would have embraced
him, but he was ever a narrow-mindesuspicious man, and he drew away
from me. Tet did I cling to bis hand
and cry."
Granser't voice faltered and broke
at the recollection, and the weak tear
streamed down bit cheeks while the
boys looked on and giggled.
"Tet did I cry," he continued, "and
desire to embrace him, though the
Chauffeur was a brute, a perfect brute
the most abhorrent man I have ever
. . atrange,
known. His name was
bow I have forgotten hit name.
Everybody called him Chauffeur It
was the name ot his occupation, and
It stuck.
That is how, to this day.
the tribe he founded is called the
Chauffeur tribe.
"He was a violent unjust man.
Why the plague spared him I can
It would seem, In
never understand.
spite of our old metaphysical notions
about absolute Justice, that there is
no Justice In the universe. Why did
be live? an Iniquitous, moral monster, a blot on the face of nature, a
cruel, relentless, bestial cheat as welL
All he could talk about was motor
cart, machinery, gasoline, and garage
and especially with huge delight of
hit mean pllfertngt and aordld swindling! of the persons who had employed blm in the days before the
coming of the plague. And yet he was
spared, while hundreds of millions,
yea, billions, of better men were destroyed.
"I went on with him to his camp,
and there I saw her, Vesta, the one
.
woman. It was glorious and
pitiful There she was, Vesta Van
Warden, the young wife of John Van
Warden, clad in rags, with marred and
bands, bendscarred and
ing over the camp fire and doing scullion work she. Vesta, who had been
born to the purple of the greatest
baronage of wealth the world had
ever known. John Van Warden, her
husband, worth one billion eight hundred millions, and president of the
Board of Industrial Magnates, bad
been the ruler of America. Also, sitting on the Industrial Board of Control, he bad ben one of the seven
men who ruled the world. And she
herself bad come of equally noble
stork Her father. Pblllp Saxon, had
been President of the Board of Industrial Magnates up to the time of his
This office was in process of
death.
becoming hereditary, and bad Philip
Saxon bad a son that ton would have
succeeded blm. But bis only child
was Vesta, the perfect flower of generations of the highest culture this
It waa
planet has ever produced.
not until the engagement between
Vesta and Van Warden took place that
Saxon Indicated the latter a his successor. It was, I am sure, a political
I have reason to believe
marriage.
that Vesta never really loved ber husband in the mad, passionate way of
which the poets used to sing. It waa
more like the marriages that obtained among crowned beads before
tbey were displaced by the Magnates.
"And there she was, boiling fish
pot her
chowder in a
glorious eye Inflamed by the acrid
smoke of the open fire. Here was a
sad story. 8be was the one survivor
in a million, as I bad been, at the
Chauffeur had been. On a crowning
eminence of the Alameda Hills, overBay.
Van
looking San Francisco
Warden had built a vast summer palace. It was surrounded by a park of
When the plague
a thousand acres.
broke out. Van Warden sent ber there.
Armed guards patrolled the boundaries of tbe park, and nothing entered
In the way of provisions or even mall
matter that waa not first fumigated.
And yet did tbe plague enter, killing
tbe guards at their posts, tbe servants at their tasks, sweeping away
the whole army of retainers or, at
least, all tbem who did not flee to die
So it was that Vests
elsewhere.
found herself the sole living person
In tbe palace that had become a char-ne- l
bouse.
"Now, the Chauffeur had been one
of the servanta that ran away. Returning, two months afterward, be discovered Vesta In a little summer pavilion where there had been no
deaths and where she had established
She was
herself. He was a brute.
afraid, and she ran away and hid
among the trees. That night on foot,
he fled Into the mountains she,
whose Under feet and delicate body
had never known the bruise of stones
nor tbe acratch of brier. He
fifty-seve-

-

.

lowed, and that night be caught her.
He struck ber. Do you understand?
He beat her with those terrible fists
U
of his and made her his slave.
waa the who had to gather tbe Br
wood, build tbe fires, cook and do
all the degrading camp labor tbe.
who bad never performed a menial
act in her life. These things be compelled her to do, while be, a proper
savage, elected to lie around camp
and look on. He did nothing, absolutely nothing, except on occasion to
hunt meat or catch fish."
com"Good for Chauffeur." Hare-Li- p
mented in an understone to tbe other
boys. "I remember blm before be died.
He was a corker. But he did things,
and he made things go. Tou know, dad
married his daughter, an' you ought
to see tbe way he knocked the spots
outa dad. The Chauffeur was a ton
of a gun. He made us kids stand
around. Even when be ivaa croakin'
be reached out for me once an' laid
my head open with that long stick he
kept always beside him."
Hare-Lirubbed his bullet head
remlniscently. and the boys retursed
to tbe old man, who was maundering
ecstatically about Vesta, tbe sqi.aw of
the founder of the Chauffeur trite
"And so I say to you that you cannot understand the a fulness of the
situation. The Chauffeur was a servant understand, a servant And be
cringed, with bowed bead, to such at
she. She was a lord of life, both by
birth and by marriage. The des'Jnlet
of millions such as be she carried in
hand. And,
the hollow of ber
in tbe days before the plague, the
slightest contact with such aa be
would have been pollution. Oh, I iave
seen It Ouce. I remember, there was
a Mrs. Goldwin. wife of one ot the
great magnates. It was on a laadlng
stage, just aa she was embarking in
her private dirigible, that she dripped
ber parasol. A servant picked it up
and made the mistake of handing it to
her to her, one of the greatest royal
ladies of tbe land! She shrank back,
at though be were a leper. an indicated ber secretary to receive it Also,
she ordered her secretary to ascertain
the creature's name and to sea that
be was immediately discharged from
service. And such a woman was Vesta
Van Warden. And ber the Chauffeur
beat and mad' his slave.
p

pink-whit- e
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GARDNER IS NO COWARD
No one ever accused Representa-

tive Auguetut P. Gardner of Massachusetts ot not being a brave man.

Gardner bat moral courage, elso he
would not have undertaken to atart a
fight for better national defense at a
time when public opinion wat not
with him there being no war in tight
then to help him out. Here It an excellent example of hit courage In another direction:
A few yean ago Gardner began to
take on weight To be frank, be grew
fat Having in mind the dayt when
be waa athletic and supple, be set
about reducing by means of tystematic
He played golf the game
exercise.
that, at tomebody wat laying, bat
needlessly prolonged the life of a
great host of our most useless citizens. While diligently playing at golf
In the hot tun one day, Gardner had
something akin to sunstroke. Tbe doctor told him he would not dare to go
out in the hot tun again, unlets, at the doctor Jokingly tuggested, be carried a
parasol. Bo that it exactly what Gardner did. He got himself a large umbrella,
white on tbe outside and green Inside, and with the thing clutched In bit band
set out for the golf links.
"Do not oh, do not do It." hit friends advised him. "Tou look arittocratlo
and people call you Guttie. and now if this get out on you, you might a well
wear woolen wristlet and a wrist watch."
"I am not enough of a coward." retorted Gardner, "to mis my exercise
because of anything anybody might say about me."
And opening up hi parasol he strode bravely forth.

PETAIN, THE TERROR

Ver-lun-

"Hi
mm.

General Petain enjoy a remarkable reputation for plcturetquenest
because be it athletic and very youthful for hit age. He la laid to have
driven several chauffeurs almoat to
death alnce tbe opening ot the war, for he likes tpeed and isn't afraid ot going
into the ditch. He baa bad 14 cbatffeur in two months.
He it said to be a crank about tbe pbytical fitnest of staff officers and to
object to anyone who cannot run. ride a bicycle and drive an automobile.
"Petain. tbe terror," be It called. He keept in prizefighter trim all the time by
heavy training, gymnastic work, running, and ten minutes of fait rope skipping
every morning. He Is said to have little fear of compromising bit dignity
before his men. When he can't see what be want to see from the ground be
shin up trees with a tpeed which the youngett recruit might envy.
General Petain has bad a great deal ot experience with tbe question ot
supplies and it even more cranky about tbe food which goet to bit men than
he it about tbe youth and agility of hit staff officers.
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HAY'S "BONER"

CONGRESSMAN

With My Horss and Dogs and Pony
Bet

wretched,

primitive

i

Out
man, wholly

de-

instincts and chivalrous promptings of a cultured soul. !o,
there it no absolute justice, for to bim
fell that wonder of womanhood, Vesta
void of the finer

The grievousness of
Van Warden.
this you will never understand, my
for you are yourselves
grandsons;
primitive little savages, unaware of
aught else but savagery. Why should
Vesta not have been mine? I wat a
man of culture and refinement a professor in a great university. Even to,
in the time before the plague, such
waa her exalted position, tbe would
not have deigned to know that I existed. Mark. then, tbe abysmal degradation to which she fell at tbe bands
of tbe Chauffeur. Nothing less than
tbe destruction ot all mankind bad
made it possible that I should know
her. look In her eyes, convene with
ber, touch her hind aye, and love her
and know that ber feelings toward me
were very kindly. I have reason to
believe that she, even she, would have
loved me. there being no other man
in tbe world except tbe Chauffeur.
Why. when It deetroyed eight billions
of souls, did not tbe plague destroy
just one more man. and that man the
Chauffeur?
TO BE CONTINUED.)

Senator Sumner's Llteralnsss.
Sumner's litenlness
Of Senator
some amusing anecdotes have been
told. At an official ball In Washington he remarked to a young lady:
"We are fortunate In having these
places; we shall see the first entrance
of the new Kngllr-- and French minis
ten into Washington society." The
young girl replied: "I am glad to bear
It. I like to see lions break the ice."
Sumner was silent for a few minutes
in
but presently said: "Mist tbe country where 'Jons live there it
no Ice." Christian Register.

When your back aches, and your bladder and kidneys seem to be disordered, rego
to your
member it is needless to sufler-nearest drug store and get a bottle of Dr.
Kilmer's Kwarrip Root. It is a physician's
preecriptii.n for diseases of tbe kidneys
sad bladder.
It has stood th test of yesrs snd bss
a reputation for quickly and effectively
giving results in thousands of eases.
This prescription was nsed by Dr. O-Biin his private practice and was at
It has been placed oa
very effective
Get s bottle, 60s and
Ml everywhere.
11.00, at your nearest druggist.
However, if you wish first to test this
grest preparation send ten cents te Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Ilinghsmton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure sad
Bsotion this paper. Adv.

tbt

Ignorance of McDuff.
cobb?
Mcluff

I'hwat kind av a hone Is a
It't wan that been raised
Intolrely on corn, ye Ignoramus
McDunn

FRECKLES
Maw

Oat Bid of Tata)
la tka Tim toapi'tfc

ti

longer the slightest aeed af
your frecklea. aa th
atrngtb la
thine double
prescription
guaranteed 10 remov the homtljr aiwta
n ounc
af etblna douala
Hlmply get
strength from your druggiat. and applyyatta
morning and
Utile of It night and
the worat freckle
hould aoon ae that ,
begun to dlaappear. wblla th lighter
hv
It la aeldora
onea hav vanlhd entirely
needed to comthat mora than on aune lagam
a beautiful
pletely clear tha akin and
Clear completion.
ttraagth
He aure to aak for tha double
thine, aa this la aold under guarantee af
money back If It falls ta remote freckle
There'

feeling

no

uhuned of

Adv

Tragedy.
Friend When Is a Joke not a Joke?
Humorous When you are depending on It to pay your laundry bill and
some cruel editor turns It down.
happy that's Fed
Makee the lnundre
beautiful, clear
Hju lllue. Mik
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
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STOPS

SERIOUS BACKACHE

The latest "discovery" among
French generals is Philippe Petain.
.
commanding the armies around
It should not be said too hastily
that he is a "great" general, for the
war ha been full of "discoveries" who
have not turned out well. But for as
lorg a the Verdun defense holds out
"Bill that was it; Bill, tbe Chauf- as the chief event of the western theafeur. That was his name. He was a ter ot war Petain la the most considerable general In the French army.
General Petain is sixty year old.
He wat born near Calais, entered
Saint-Cy- r
in 1876 and served in the
infantry, particularly In tbe famout
chasseurs a pled. Hit career haa
been regular and not in any way extraordinary at regards rapid advance-

.

d

SWAMOf

"Boners" are sometime pulled In
congres as well aa on tbe baseball
diamond, and not infrequently veteran
parliamentarians are tbe victims of
tbeir own stupidity. During the general debate In the house on the army
reorganization bill Chairman Hay ot
the military affairs committee and author ot the meaiure amuied bit colleagues when he sought to keep out
of tbe Record an amendment which a
member had asked to be printed for
tbe information of members before it
formally waa presented.
"I object to any amendment going
into the Record unless it it Introduced
In tbe regular way," asserted Hay. "I
demand that tbe amendment be read
before unanimou content for it publication I given."
sug"I accede to the chairman'
gestion," tbe author of the amendment
quickly announced. The clerk then
read the amendment while the house
laughed heartily at Hay's expense. The rule provide that everything read
from the clerk' desk shall be Inserted in the Record.

CAPTAIN

FOULOIS, FLYER

It is no new experience for Capt
Benjamin D. Foulols. dean of the
United Bute army aerial corps, to

pit

or Mexican
fly over Mexican troop
toll. Back in the spring of 1911 be
did both and more; be took a high
dive into the Rio Grande, plunging
deep Into tbe mud on the Mexican
tide, whence he had to be pulled out
by a Mexican lasso and a Mexican
mustang.
Aviatori who have initructed Fou-loand followed bis career say that
no more competent officer could have
been selected to command tbe First
Aero squadron now with Gen. John J.
Pershing' expeditionary column.
yean
Captain Fouloia it thirty-fivold, a native ot Connecticut and rose
As a
In tbe army from tbe ranks.
private he taw lervlce in the Philip
pinet with the Nineteenth infantry.
After getting hit commission be was
assigned to the Seventeenth Infantry.
A student of aviation tince 1909, he was the second Vnited States army officer
to fly In a heavier than air machine. After a minimum of instruction by the
Wrights, Fouloit took cha.-g-e of an army biplane at San AntonV and there he
teugat himself U fly.
ll

e

Legal Day of Rest
The New York court of appealt has
given a docislon sustaining the "one
law that meet the
of progressively
strong approval
The following senminded citizens.
tences are worth quoting: "We have
no power of docislon of the question
whether It is the wisest and best way
to offset these conditions and to give
employees the protection which they
need, even If we bad any doubt on
that subject. Our only Inquiry mutt
be whether the provision on lit face
smmis reasonable, fair and appropriate, and whether It can fairly be believed that itt natural consequences
will be In the direction of tbe betterment of public health and welfare,
and therefore that It li one which the
ttate for its protection and advantage
may enact and enforce." Chicago Evening Pott.
Modern Methods.
see where another
"Well, well.
upper claat It
member of the
charged with murder."
"Does he accuse a mysterious 'tittle
man' from Afghanistan of Inciting him
to commit the crime, or I he going
to enter tbe
plea of In
anlty?"
1

Price of Stupidity.
"Dubwalte li alwaye making expensive present! to his wife."
"He tnuHt think a great deal of her."
"No.
It't because he Isn't mentally

alert"
"How Is

that?"

"If Dubwaite were a better strategist he wouldn't have to spend half as
much as he does on peace offerings."
Th Trouble.
"Those soldiers don't look natural,
(ft a fake film."
"No. it Is not. The soldiers are real
soldiers. Not being versed in acting,
of course they don't look natural."

Well Built
Is Built To Wi- nbut in building brain
and body, often the daily
diet lacks certain essential mineral elements.

These necessary fact-or- s
are abundantly supplied by the field grains,
but are lacking in many
foods especially white
flour, from which they
are thrown out in the
milling process to make
the flour white.

Grape-Nut- s
made of wholewheat and
malted barley, supplies
all the rich nutriment of
the grains.including their
vital mineral salts, those
builders of
active brains and vigorous bodies.

To build right
Grape-Nut-

eat

s.

"There's a Reason '

THE CLOVIS NEWS

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF CANTALOUPES

SPEAKS OPfOB CANADA
And

Wonder Renting
Land He Made $8.50
Per Acre.

Paeklng 8hsd of Large Grower Whan Not In Uaa for Packing
Thla Shad Houaaa Farm Machinery.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Central packing bousea In areas
where tbe production ot cantaloupes
la an Important Industry are suggested
In a Farmers' Bulletin, No. 707, as
promising means of solving soma of
the problems of the cantaloupe grower.
f
About
of the trouble in mar
ketlng cantaloupes, says this bulletin,
appears to arise from the difficulty of
securing a steady and properly pre
pared output of uniform grade, qua!
tty, and appearance. Thla difficulty
would be overcome to a large extent
If individual growers In any comma
nlty produced crops of the same variety and quality, handled them In the
aamii way, and were both competent
and willing to grade and pack them
correctly. As long, however, as each
grower packs and ships his own fruit,
a uniform staudard of quality and ap
pearance Is hardly possible.
In recent years the production of
cantaloupes has Increased greatly and
aa a result competition on tbe market
has become much keener. "Ontheoth
er hand," states the bulletin, "years of
observation
warrant the statement
that markets are rarely glutted with
s
qua!
fruits or vegetables of
Hy. Even when tbe market is over
stocked,
and
producta will be taken and tbe medio
cre stock left on the dealers' hands."
The individual cantaloupe grower,
therefore, will profit by seeing that his
product Is as attractive as that of any
of his competitors.
Further, the en
tire cantaloupe Industry will profit by
Improving tbe quality and the appearance ot the melons grown for market.
It Is always possible for the consumer
to turn from cantaloupes to some oth
er fruits, and tbe demand Is almost
certain to vary directly with the qual
lty of tbe product
A very Important factor in securing
the desired attractiveness Is uniform'
lty. Under the present system, grad
ing and packing are frequently done
by the same man. This, in the opinion
of specialists in tbe department, is a
mistake. Whenever possible the packer should be left free to give his attention to securing a pack of standard
count which Is both tight and attr&c- one-hal-

first-clas-

well-grade- d

ply large restaurants, hotels, railway
dining cars and similar Institutions. In
consequence, the market discriminates
sgalnst crates in which large and
small cantaloupes are packed together.
Central packing bouses In which the
grading and packing of tbe fruit could
be conducted according to a permanent
and fixed standard would greatly facilitate the adoption of the desired reforms. In sections where melons ars
now marketed through growers' cooperative marketing organizations It
should not be difficult to extend the association's activities to tbe management of such houses. Under these cir
cumstances It would probably be desirable to have competent field men Inspect the members' fields In order to
sdvlse them In regard to the proper
time for harvesting the crop, and in
order to prevent fruit from diseased or
undesirable patches being mixed in
shipments to the central packing
houses. In these houses the grader
should do much of the work thst Is
now commonly done by the packet
throwing out all fruit defective in any
way. As has already been said, thla
system would leave the packer free te
devote bis attention to aecurlng a good
pack. It cantaloupe growera knew bow
a loose, uneven pack hampers ready
sales, tbey would never allow a crate
to leave their packing bouses In poor
condition.

CORN HARROWING AT

THE CORRECT TIME
of Eradicating
Weeds Just Germinating
Avoid Covering Plants.

Effective

(By L.

E.

Way

CALL, Kansas
Btutlon.)

Experiment

So many Americans now have personal knowledge of Canada that false
reports concerning this country are
being continually corrected by Amer
icana tbemaelves who know the facts,
and who are too
to let a
false statement go unchallenged.
A
case In point arises out or a statement
supposed to be made by a resident of
Alberta, and published recently In the
SptVesman-Hevleof Spokane, in
which the condition of settlers In this
country wsji psinted in a very bad
way Indeed. The writer of this at
tack on Canada refused to let his
name be known, so It can be taken
for what it Is worth, but Mr. S. L.
Wallace, of N 4723 Crestline, Spokane,
who lived for some years in Western
Canada, came to the defense of the
country In the following letter which
was published In the Spokesman-Rview of February 11, 1(16:
"To the Editor of the Spokesman-Rview:
"In Sunday's Spokesman-Reviewas
a letter from a man In Alberta to the
chamber of commerce, asking that
something be done to keep Americans
from going to Canada, and saying that
that government was run by tbe rail
roads, banks and manufacturers; that
once a man got there he never could
get away. Had this man published
that letter over his own signature
there Is no doubt but he could get out
of Canada.
No country will do as much to help
a man to get on his feet, If be tries to
help himself, as Canada.
I know of
the government helping people to provisions, feed, seed grain and fuel, and
charging only cost of delivery to the
nearest town and 6 per cent. What
more could a man ask?
I lived five years In Southern Saskatchewan and earned a patent to 320
acres of as good land as I ever saw.
I have raised over ?0 bushels of oats
on sod, 40 bushels of wheat, and 20
of flax to the acre. Until I lost my
health I never was better satisfied anywhere. I had my land rented this last
year for
It brought me almost $8.50 per acre, or $1,143.91 for
18S acres.
This man says he loves the land his
fathers died for. So do I, and I love
the land that gave me my home.
"S. L. WALLACE."
N4723 Crestline, Spokane. Advertisement.
e
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Well-Packe- d

New York Inspector and Assist'
ant Arrested While on

Vacation.

BROUGHT BEFORE CHIEF
Produce Credentials and Chlsf, Pop
Eysd, Apologizes and Leads to
Nearest Swinging Doors Captors Tske to Woods.

A New Remedy for
Kidney, Bladder said
silUric Acid Troubles
Dear Readers:
I appeal to those of yon who are
bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble, that you give up the use ot
harsh salts or alcoholic medicines and
In tbelr place take a short treatment
of "Anuria" I have taken many ot
Dr. Pierce's medicines for the past
twenty-fivyears with good results. I
suffered with kidney trouble for some
years. I recently heard of the newest
discovery of Dr. Pierce, namely, his
"Anurlc" Tablets. After using same
I am completely cured of my kidney
trouble. A doctor pronounced me a
well preserved woman for my age, all
due, I believe, to Dr. Pierce's aid.
MRS. MELINDA E. MILLER.
If you suffer from backache, lumbago, rheumatism, get "Anurlc" now.
e

too
Jacksonville,
Fla. "There's
msny confidence men about our fair
city," quoth Chief of Police F. C. Roach
to his detective force. "I don't care
as long as they confine their Infernal
machinations to the Yankees who Infest us, but some ot our best families
have been beguiled. Tbey must be ar-

Grip-Wi- nter

Colds- -

Ton are pale, thin, weak with little
vitality.
Your liver is sluggish and
the bad blood causes your stomsch
muscles to lose their elasticity and become flabby then indigestion.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, purely vegetable and free from
alcohol or narcotics, is th great and
powerful blood purifier of today. Extracted from American forest herbs
and roots. Contains no alcohol. Ingredients printed on wrapper.
Taken as directed It will search
out Impure and poisonous matter
throughout the aystem and eliminate
it. Adv.

SMS&.
Kplzootlo

Fever,

And all diseases ot the hone affecting; hie throat speedily
rured; colta end horaes In same stable kept from navlng
ualns SpohB'e Dletemper C'eaapoaaol, t to S doaee
titm by
often cure; one bottle guaranteed to cure one eaae. Bate
for brood marea. baby colta. atalllone, all axes and
compound. 60o and 11
Moat aklllful
per bottle; IS and 110 a dosen. Any druggist or delivered by maaufMlurere. SPOHIf MEDICAL CO, Ooehea. lad.
a.

(Ihaatlv.
Superintendent ClabauKU ot the Chi
cago department or justice was lamanarchist
ina about the nation-widplot that waa exposed last month.
"It was as ghostly a thing." be said
"well, as ghastly a thing as the
fishing story.
"A mother came home from class
and found her little boy of four bending over the clntorn with a piece of
pie fastened to the end or a cane.
"'What under the sun are you do
ing?' the mother asked.
'I
'Wk ' anlrt the
dropped baby In here and I've been
flshln' for hor more'n an hour, Dut i
can't even get a bite!' "
e
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mil- - .in f tin 40 veare

They regulate hver end bowels.

Adv.

8trong of Mustard.
"What la thla thing you're giving
me?" asked the man at the railroad
restaurant, making a wry face.
'A sandwich, of course. What did
you think it was?" aaked ths
blonde.
"I thought It waa a mustard pla

cross-lookin- g

ter."
Refuted.
"Dinks thinks be knows it all"
"You're mistaken there. Whenever
he meets one he says: 'Well, how's
everything?' "

ASK FOR AND GET

SKINNER'S
SPAGHETTI
THg HIGHEST QUALITY

one-thir-
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Bad Blood

INFLUENZA

rested."
Having delivered his ukase, he nodded to bis detective force, which Immediately went out and arrested Inspector Joseph A. Faurot and Sergeant
William Haley of the New York detective bureau. Setting a cop to catch
cop cost Chief Roach unnumbered
apologies and countless bottles ot
Wins.
"There's some mistake," Faurot
gasped when his collar was grasped
In accepted movie style. "I am Inspector Faurot ot the New York police. This gentleman"
Looked Real Despersts.
"Is Napoleon Bonaparte," the wily
southern sleuth Interrupted. "You-al- l
are confidence men. We've been trail
ing you. You're that feller Walling-ford- .
I've seen bis picture in our
Rogues' gallery.
This guy is your
comeon. Jt ain't a bit of use to argue
you can tell your troubles to tbe
Chief."
Neither of the New York men tried
further, but suffered themselves to be
led lgnominlously to where Chief
Roach sat In atate.
"We spotted these fellers as soon as
they stepped off the New York boat,"
proudly.
their captors chorused
"They've been hangln' around the exclusive hotels, looking for gullible
southerners. Lock 'em up, chief.

After

8tatitica on Baths.
In kinship to godliness, the Bronx
Save the tradenwHe signature of Paul F.
leads. In estrangement from cleanliSkinner from all packages and exchange free
ness, Manhattan goes farthest. So for Oneida Community Silverware. Write
stated the representative of tlio sani
today for free
recipe book and full
tary bureau, submitted to the board information.
lodgall
of health. An Inspection of
SKINNER MFO). CO., OMAHA, U.BJL.
ing houses except tbe municipal lodgLASSCST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
ing house, where baths also tor Manhattan lodgers are compulsory, revealed the fact that Bronx lodgers
They're real desp'rlt."
faithfully take their daily buths;
Roach surveyed the culprits.
He Brooklyn lodgers take one In five I
Rcg.u.t.P.t.O'r.
frowned upon Faurot'a heavy black days; and Manhattan lodgorB take one
I
I
mustache and his faultless attire. He In eight days. There were 8,000 inw
A
snarled at Haley's expression of sim- spections. New York Times.
The iMkti prsKtkml, Ushhiul. playtbtsi
cvar mvcnifd lor chinrsa I to
ple Innocence.
rntvsnts
Cutting English Trees.
sff. Mao ta sua pise with
r
"A
and bis comeon.
drop back. Ejualy eiirMKi ot or ol.
England baa 126,000 acres ot crown
to
Important
Mothers
No liar jsirhsni
tMtrwsurted.
up. Our
pronounced.
"Lock
he
them
ffnmln. earnfllllv RVArV bottle Of
forests, containing msgnlticont trees
lo Mop arculauco. Via cm to tout
protected."
denim, and blue, sad whits kickory
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
untouched by the woodman's ax. Now homes must be
strip (or all ths ysar round.
Alto
Then the Chief Bought
infants and children, and see that It
light
Material ia
they are to go. England needs ths
wmK.
daikrad
dark bits, eaulrt hlus. tan
produced
Then
bunco
steerer
the
lumber and has appealed to Canada
for summer wear. aU appoprutW
netj with fast color fAUilsa.
to provide a battalion of axmen. Need- from his vest a gold police badge and Signatme of
Made in Dutch neck with elbow
less to say, Csnada has responded
detrvot aod hifh Mck ttd loaf
In Use for Over 30 Yeare.
gladly. There Is now organizing a
Castoria
Cry
Fletcher's
for
Children
75c the suit
battalion of 1,600 experienced bush- tt your dea lar cannot wppr foo.
men, who will wear the khaki, be sub8auca for the Goose.
We will tend ihrta, charts prepaid
ject to military direction and wield
M receipt or pnes, x seen
"Look, mother," said little Bobby,
their axes on the ancestral oaks of
proudly exhibiting a hatful of marbles.
ANFREEUTW
tbe motherland; Soon tbe music of
"I won all these from Willie Smith."
btwl ot IiwMwm, Loot tar
aSa Two Ham oad
UaJthv
tbelr blows will be heard ringing
"Why, Bobbie," exclaimed hla mothLevi
Co., Saa Frandaoa
&
Straues
through the great New forest of Hamper. "Don't you know it's wicked to
riM BRAND PRIZE at tie P.P.I.L
shire and Dean forest, in Gloucesterplay marbles for keeps? Qo right
shire. England must have the wood,
over to Willie's house and give htm
but It Is sad to think of these glorious
back every one ot bis marbles."
Many of the
old trees 'Isappearlng.
"Yes, mother," said the boy obediS'JJJ',eaJ5eesa"ap('
j
woodsmen will come from Quebec,
ently. "And shall I take that vase
where experts In the craft abound.
you won at Mrs. Smith's wblst party
and give it back to her?'
The Last Request
A kind physician living near Peoria,
DOES IT
ALL.EN'8
OUaaoa Tear Wiaaar
When your shoes pln-- h or your coma and
wishing to soothe the last hours ot a
the
bunions ache, set Allen'a
poor woman whom be has been at
antlaeptlo powder to be shaken Into ahoea 6 Pissingtr, Cray ft
w
Gives Instant reand uxed In
tending, asked her If there was any.
lief to Tired. Achlnif, Swollen feet. Over Davit, Electric Light.
thing be could do for ber before shs
ldO.OOO
packages are belna: used by the and Starter, 25 H. Pa
trnnpa at the front. Bold everywhere, S6c,
died. The poor soul, looking up, reOreateat hill climber: SB to SO ml lea ea I (alios
Don't accept any substitute. Adv.
plied:
IO.0UO mllee on one eel of line,
Eaaollne.Speedometer,
one man mobalr lop, I0S
"Doctor, I have alwaya thought I
8o He Gets Around.
In. wbael laM, SUSH Inch Urea, welrhl 1,600
should like to have a glass butter dish
alKTZ butrlbutore for Colorado,
"Why do you lace so tight when poumla.
New Mezleo, Wyoming and Weatern Nebraska-before I died."
Clinton comes around?"
THE BEADTNGTON AUTO CO.
"Oh! the poor fellow's arm is so
Suooenouni to Colorado Oartorvar Oo.
For Oiling Machinery.
1636-4DENVER, COLA
4
BROADWAY
short."
The operation of oiling machinery,
LIVE
AGENTS
WANTED
Rosen Surveyed the Culprits.
especially where It Is desirable that
Don't be misled. Anlc for Red Cross
the oil should bs kept from the bands laid it on the desk before the cblel. Bag
Itlue. Milken beautiful white clothes.
and clothing of the operator, has been His comeon fished out a similar but At ell good stouts. Adv.
Taat Ore On at
devised recently In making use of the less ornate trinket, which be also disTtr oalok tdantlDoatlaaof Klaonlata taeSaM
Something Accomplished.
collapsible lead capsules, played before Roach, who suddenly beMESTO SMELTMa MSTI
If oka hbr malwr oa ead of autoa ortwla.
Bacon Do you believe he'll ever
so widely used for artists' colors, drug came
1 a.. to po.tp.14.
Tab
Vme
good
hand?
to
a
write
learn
jot ftow oi.nea or rro.pootlf.
gists' products, paste, etc., In the UnitThe chief collared his captives and
J. a. rauuna, sriirTALa. c.u
guess
to
I
No;
Egbert
able
be
he'll
ed States. Ths capsules are provided led them aadly toward the nearest pair
make bis mark.
with a screw threat! which Is screwed of swinging doors.
tnto an adapter, which In turn Is
"I have other credentials, chief," the
Skillful men should know how to dis- DKTCriTC vv.t.ooB Catena
WaiblDM-iofastened to the part to be lubricated. inspector explained suavely. "If they
U.C. Adrlcaaod booutraa.
guise their skill.
The lead capsule and the brass are not sufficient, wire New York."
feraaoea. BoUMrrtooa.
Bates raaaoDabla. Hlf beat
Before Chief Roach had recovered
adapter make a tight joint, and all
that Is necessary is to apply pressors sufficiently to bs articulate both detec
trim Urns to time, as desired. When tives had passed out Into the night
ths grease capsule Is emptied, one Shortly thereafter they tripped over
line, heading in ths genmerely unscrews it ud pnts a nsw
ras tn Its place. No refilling Is neces- eral direction of Toronto.
t i
Inspector Faurot recently obtained
sary, and ths pressure of ths Angers
Is usually sufficient to fores ths grease fifteen days' leave, without pay, on ac
count of 111 health. Hs started South
tnto the bearing.
Immediately, taking with htm Sergeant
Haley, a finger print expert on his
Something to Be Thankful for.
of
en Iha
of
Only a fool man will laugh at a girl staff.
because she cant hit the side of a bara
Mistook Girl's Leg for Umbrella.
with a brick; he may marry her some
New York. Frederick Hess was ar
day, then he will be glad that this Is
rested upon complaint of Miss Beatrice
thus.
Dlenenbaus, who declarod th' young
To
farmers who
man entered a street car In whlck abe
Unpopular Stand.
was
way
edged
through
seated,
his
war.
Good wages
enlisted
for
have
the
the
"Do you know how much the war Is
seating Europe every dayT" asked the crowd of passengers and pulled ber
and full season's work assured.
leg twice. "It waa only once, your
statistician.
"No," answered the busy man. "I honor," Hess protested. "It looked
I1
.
. m gWaf I J I
only know the number of friends It has like an umbrella with a silk covering
cost ms tn my home town to maintain and I reached down to pick it up." The
magistrate found Heas guilty.
strict neutrality."

A cornfield can be covered more
rapidly with a harrow than with any
other type of cultivating implement,
and if the harrowing Is done at tbe
right time It is an effective way of
killing weeds. Weeds that are Just
germinating or that have not obtained
a good root hold can be easily killed
with tbe harrow.
The harrow can
also be used to advantage In breaking
up a crust caused by a heavy, dashing
rain.
Surface-plantecorn may be safely
harrowed before It Is up, but It Is not
best to harrow after the shoots are out
of the ground until tbe plants are two
or three Inches high, when a light
harrow or weeder can again be uaedf
It Is a good practice In handling sur
corn to harrow the field
at least twice, once Ave or six daya
after the corn is planted or just before the corn comes up, and again a
week or 'ten days later, after the corn
is big enough not to be easily broken
off or covered.
Corn planted with a disk furrow
opener can be harrowed safely at any
stage of Its early growth, as the shal
low furrows usually furnish sufficient
protection to the small planta to pre
Two Exceptionally
Standard Crates of Cantaloupes Upper vent their being broken off If the
seedbed Is well prepared, these Is litCrate Pictures the Stsndard
Lower Crats Shows the
tle danger of the corn being cov
ered.
Known In Colorado aa "Special"
Listed corn Is sometimes harrowed.
Note the Heavy Netting on Theee
Cantaloupes and the Uniformity In Aa a rule, however, little Is gained by
harrowing listed corn, for the lister
Slse and Shape.
cultivator can ordinarily be used as
tive. The grader should have thrown soon as the corn needs attention.
out beforehand all undesirable fruit
and also should have graded the cant
loupes according to their ripeness. FIGHT MOTHS WITH
The latter is an Important point, for
experience has shown thst cantaloupes
AID OF PARASITES
produced In the West are often mar
keted in a green condition In nearby
cities, while other shipments reach Marked Progress Is Being Made
the large Eastern markets in an over
in Reducing Pests in Many
ripe condition.
Fruit designed for
long journeys should be packed when
of Eastern States.
less mature than that Intended for
marketing near at band.
Over 11,000,000 specimens of two
The packing of cantaloupes would
She simplified and the packages made parasites which prey on the gipsy
moth were reI more attractive by the use of a much moth and brown-tal- l
leased In 101 towns In Maine, New
d
smaller variety ot containers. The
standard crats and standsrd flat Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode
crate meet most of the demands of the Island during the tall of 1914 and
market and should be used whenever spring ot 1915, according to the anpracticable. The stsndard cantaloupe nual report of the bureau of Entomolcrate Is the one in which tbe bulk ot ogy, United States department of agtbe crop Is now shipped from Califor- riculture.
As a result of the successful estabnia, New Mexico, Florida, Utah, Colorado, Texaa, Georgia, the Carolines, lishment of colonies of these and
Delaware, Maryland, and several other other parasites which feed on tbe
moths, marked
atates. It consists of two ends, 11 gipsy and brown-tal- l
Inches square, connected by IS slata progress Is being made In reducing
pests. Efficient
Is
tS4 to H Inches long. Such a crate these
should contain 46 melons. Tbe "stsnd- being afforded by the states, which
Temperature Kept Right
ard flat" crate used In Colorado meas- carry on as much work as possible
within the Infested areas, thnj alFreight cars for shipping bananas In
ures 4 H by IS by 23 Inches.
Whatever type ot crate Is used, it Is lowing the federal authorttiea to carry winter ars heated by balf a dosen or so
Important that the melons In each con- on field work along the outer border large oil stoves ranged down the centainer should be ot the ssme slse. This of Infestation, so aa to retard ths ter ot the car. The temperature Is
kept at an average of 35 degree.
U Insisted upon by dealers who sup gipsy moth's spread.
d
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Pallbearer Dropped Dead.
Evanavtlle, Ind. While acting as a
pallbearer at a funeral ths other day,
years,
Peter Raben, aged fifty-fir- e
dropped dead as hs waa helping to
carry ths coffin to the hearse.
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Clovis News

The News Printing Company
Publishers.
J. H. Shepard. Political Editor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Roosevelt County Candidates

Attorney S. J. Clark has just
returned from a business trip to

Local and Personal

Boliver,
Miss Estes, of Roswell, is

Superintendent of Schools. as court stenographer.

here

I hereby announce as a canDaughtry, Roswell inof J. R.
didate for Superintendent
agent, was in the city
surance
Schools of Roosevelt County,
Tuesday.
Entered at the post office at subject to the action of the
flovia. N. M. as second class Democratic primaries.
C. V. Steed went to Hereford
latter under the act of March
MissSalueG. Bryant. fishing Tuesday returning Wed
nesday.
S, 1879.
Sheriff.
Mrs. S. G. Von Aim en, of
You are authorized to an
Albuquerque,
is visiting Mrs. C.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
nounce my candidacy for the
A.
Scheurich.
$1.00 office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
One Year
50c County subject to the action of
Mrs. Mary Lyons went to
Biz Months
returning
the Democratic primaries.
Amarillo Monday,
B.
Thursday.
Hawkins.
Ed
Democratic in Politics
Peters Shoe all Leather,

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The News is authorized to announce the names of the following as candidates for the respective offices designated, subject
to the action of the Democratic
primaries June 10.
The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of W. B.
Shipley for County Commissioner of the Melrose district, subject to the action of the democratic primaries June

10, 1916.

Stat Senator
L

C. MERSFELDER

State Representative
MILTON REECE
L. E. SHAW

Treasurer
R. E. BROWN

J. SIMPSON MORGAN
County Clerk.
W. C. ZERWER
A. L. AWALT

ine

Mo.

chickens, turkeys,
eggs and cream.
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
We buy

46-- 2t

First National Bank

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
The "Musty Suffer" ad appearing in this issue states that
it is to be run at the Airdome on
f riaay, wnereas it is to be run
at the opening on Saturday in
The quality of service rendered by
stead.
a bank is a matter of great imTake your produce to Clovis
portance to its patrons. It is our
Creamery and Produce Co. for
highest market prices.
46 2t
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative
W. W. Haryey, a former mem
ber of the firm of Harvey and
banking.
Morris, grocers, left Satirday
Commissioner.
Our old and established connection
for St Joseph Missouri where
A. J. Rodes.
tf
You are hereby authorized to
says
va
will
he
he
a
take
that
Eastern Banks enables us to
with
Judge Hendrix, of Tulia Texas,
my candidacy for
announce
entering
before
business
cation
give you this service.
the office of County Commis was a visitor in the city Satur again here. Mr. Harvey rec
day.
County
for
Roosevelt
sioner of
ently sold his grocery store in
precinct No. 1. subject to the
Mr. McDermott, a nephew of El Paso.
action of the Democratic pri Mrs. James Stalker, is on the
maries.
Miss Ethel Herby entertained
sick list.
Dr. John S. Pierce.
members of the 1915 Senior
the
I treat Eyes and Prescribe
None too large for our ability
class
of the Clovis high school at
Representative.
tf
Glasses when needed.
home
on
south
Maia
Street
her
None too small for our attention.
Dr. H. R. Gibson
to an
You are authorized
Wednesday afternoon from 3 to
my
candidacy
nounce
for the C. S. Hart and M. S. Servis
6 o'clock.
The young ladies
Representative of were over
office
of
irom rortaies Mon spent the time very pleasantly
Roosevelt County, subject to day,
in contests, games and music.
the action of the Democratic
W. C. Parish who has been During the afternoon Miss Herby
primaries.
sick for several weeks is much announced to her classmates
Coe Howard.
her engagement to Mr. Robert
improved at this writing.
Quayle, of Los Angeles, Cal.
For County Clerk
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bell in com
The wedding will take place
I hereby announce my candi pany with Chas Silcox and Mark
A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
S. J. BOYKIN. President
A delicious
dacy for the office of County Spears went to Amarillo Sunday some time this fall.
B. GREGG, A. Cashier.
L.
V.
Pres.
C.
A. SCHEURICH.
two course luncheon was served,
Clerk of Roosevelt County, sub in Mr. Bell's new Ford.
in which the gold and white
ject t o the action of the Demo' tf idea, the class colors, was carried
Hosery.
Clad
Iron
cratic primaries.
For Rent: Two nicely fur- -'
Lawn Hose, Sprinklers and
A. J. Redes
out. Those present were Misses
Seth Morrison.
Call at News
nished rooms,
mowers.
Reamer,
Edith
Hamilton,
Lawn
Evelyn
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Mansfield
office.
Chicago Tuesday, where Elsie Gant, Bernice Fry, Murl
We would welcome a war with eft for
9
Mansfield is promoting a Douglas, Esther Corns tock. Ollie
Mexico, because we have with Mr.
Notice for Publication.
Sears, Mildred Whiting, Nellie
deal.
real
estate
014&2I
stood every imaginable insult
Magdalene
Mr?.
and
Wagner
Lee
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Lend Office
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stonehill, Sifferd.
from the people of that country
t Tueumceri. N. .. April. Tih.
fl.
.
.
it Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mears and
Notice li hort bjr given that Bertha I. Franklin,
more tnaa any nation on me
Clovla,
of
N.
M.. who, on Juno 16th. 1911 made
face of the globe would stand, party of friends were in HereHomestead Entry, No. (i:4til for Southwest
DENTIST
Section IS, Township I N., Range 83 E N. M. P.
but when it comes to war with ford fishing Sunday.
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to aaake
Office Opposite P. O.
Germany for sinking ships laden
I attend confinement cases.
Final Ave Year Proof, to oatabliah claim to the
Phone!89.
upon which tf
lanii abova deoertbed. bafora W. J. Curren. U. 8.
with munitions,
Dr. H. R. Gibson
Conmlitloner. In alt office at Cor la N. M., air
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.
Americans go joy riding in the
Uio Hth day of J una. 101.
Miss Bernice Fry is home
Claimant names aa Witnesses:
war zom excuse us.
from Grady, she having finished
John F. Smtthson. 8. Martin Stewart. Rlrar
Tunnel, and KaU8te-r- t
all of Gredr. N. at.
The German answer to Wil- a term of teaching school at
R. P. DONGHOO. Korutar.
point.
Apr.
W
son's note, while far from being that
LAWYER
satisfactory and dodging the
The Southwestern Drug Store
Will practice in all the courts.
Notice for Publication
main issues, is considered satis- has received a $500.00 talking
Department of the Interior, U, 8. Land Oflt
Clovis,
N. Mex. at Fort Sumner, New Mexico, Alull I'.th lKlb.
factory from the point that it machine-th- at
is, it sells for only
Notice
givon Jihat Johi. W. Harnard.
promises a modification of the $200.00 but is worth $500.
of Havener. N. M.. who on June 7.
made
submarine policy. The AmeriHienestrad No.
fur North half, section I.
tf
Childrens Dresses.
D.
D.
Township 8 N, Range 34 E. N.
P. Ueridlaa.
can government cannot heed the
A. J. Rodes.
haa tiled
Intvnti a to ra u
Insl tl.r.ie
of tar firm of Dr Preslsy A Rwearlrurln
advise that we should ask Engyear Proof, to establish claim to the land abort,
of Ron, all
will
serve
Womans
Club
The
of
principles
W.
described,
J. Curran. U. 8. Commls.
land to observe the
Satur-dawill be in Clovis on 15th, 16th, toner, at hie office, at Clovla, New Menco. on.
international law. Wilson takes lunch at Bill's Grocery,
the 29th day of May, 1916..
17th of each month treating Claimant namea aa
May 13th, beginning at 11
C
witnesses:
the view that we should not
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose C. Msrshall Putman and William H. Barnard,
o'clock.
any foreign nation to dicof Clovla. N.
and J. F. Ohr and John
and Throat and Fitting Glasses 8.bothJohnaon
both of Havener, N. M.
C. O. McLean, district agent
tate to us what our policy should
A.J. EVANS. Reg .iter,
be, but that all nations at war for American pumps is in the
Apr.
May 2
observe
should
now
are
city. His headquarters
look alike and
the rights of a neutral country. at Dallas.
Notice for Publication
Physician and Surgeon
Non Coal
The Germans will be given an
Modern rooms for rent en West In filling Prescriptions
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
Office in Jackson Bldg,
opportunity to demonstrate their side of Rancher Street second When you com to na you have th
at Fort 8umner. New Mexico, March
th 1911
Opposite Postoffice
Notice li hereby given that William O. Haha.
good faith by their new orders house south Grand Avenue. Call uanranc that your prescriptions
ofTexko, N. M.,
on March 27th 1911. made
to commanders of submarines.
47-will b promptly ad cartf ully com- Office Phone 231 -R- esidence 269 Homeetead Entry, who
after 6 p. m.
No. OHsBa. for N on b treat
quarter Section ( and on August 18. 1918 made
pounded with fresh, pura drugs.
I treat all diseases and disAddUonal Homeetead entry No. OKNga for the
Everybody should save waste
northeaat quarter. Section , Townahip 4 north.
tf
women.
orders
of
They
cans.
tin
paper, rags and
Ranre 97 asst. N. M. P. Meridian, baa Bled notice
CaaaptaU
Carry
Una
Wa
iie
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
of intention to make Anal three year Proof, to
are worth money. A market
eatabllah claim to the land above deacribad.
LAWYER
Druggists' Sundries
has been found for tin cans in
F. G. Avery, Tip Isharn and
fore W. J. Curren, United 8 la tea Com mien loaer.
Articles
Toilet
Perfumes
New Mexico at Clovle. Now Mexico, on the 20th day of
Clovis,
car load lots and good prices
E. W. Rogers were in the city
May
1918.
Candies, Etc.
There is a general Saturday when Mr. Rogers made
Claimant names aa witness!:
Elbert W. Roger. Frank O. Avery. Tip
s:arcity of paper. Grades of all proof on his homestead before
DR. H. R. GIBSON
Isham and John M, Russell, all ef Teaico, N M.
cent
per
50
advanced
have
kinds
Commissioner Curren.
Apr.
12
Wa want your trada and you will
EVANS. Register.
in price in tne last iour monui
Just aa rapraotd.
Special piano sale by the and our
The
and the end is not in sight The
Treats all diseases both acute
Notice For Publication
Croft Music Co. will be extended
Civic Improvement League will to May 17th on account of pay
and chronic. Special attention
Department of the Interior, tl. 8. Land
given to diseases of women.
adopt Bome method to collect and day.
It
Fort Sumner. N. M. March. 27. 1Mb.
despose of these things and ask
Notice la hereby given thai Mary E Watann.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
MAIN ST.
M
CLOVIS,
N.
3.
of
Frank
Dickson,
sister
Mrs.
of Havener. N.
who. on Jnnuaty
everybody to save them. The
1910. made
Office 103
North Main Street Homestead oatry serial nu. i7;,5 for
northleague met last Saturday subject and Ambrose Ivey was here last
west quarter, section
3 north, ranee
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
visiting!
near
resides
She
week
Mrs.
84
E,
chairman,
New Mexico P
hiu) filed noto the call of the
Clovis,
New Mexico tice of Intention to make flnnl five
year
P. H. Holland, at the Lyceum. Panhandle and returned home
proof to eatnhlhih chilm to the lend
above de.
Monday.
Treaselected
scribed
W.
was
before
Luikart
Mrs.
J. Curren. lj. 3. Commie.
ilom-at his efflce in tinvi. u u
urer. It was proprosed to offer
DR.
L.
day
2nth
"is
Mny.
of
1916.
Poland
M. V. White, Prop.
For
Claimant names as witnesses:
a prize for the best kept yards
rnak-inmor.r:
The
China males
Fred Itiihh. Joe S. Fuller. Frank L
Veterinary Surgeon
r.eJm
All that the name signifies
and gardens. Rev. Lambert and
and Clyde Weathers, all of Havener.
C. V. X .lakind.
li
a
appointed
respect.
in
every
were
Sanitary
Mrs. Miller
A. J. Evans. Register.
16.
Phone
N.M,
Clovis,
i'l,
Cln
y.
.'
It
Maths. Join our list of
committee onlmembership. They
For Sale: Refjsit f ree! Tolaiiu
customers,
meet again next Saturday at the
Notice for Publication
China males. The money milkMethodist church.
07921
ing kind.
C V. Kelly
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land offtep
Clani, M. M.
It
Physician & Surgeon
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. April, (th, 191.
District Court Convenes
Notice la hereby given that Rachel M. Watson
The baby of J. N. Porter, who
of Clovla. N. M., who on April. 9, 1910. made
Office Opposite Postoffice
A special term of district court resides east of town, took one of
Homestead Entry. No. 07921, for W
teetJoa
14. Townahip 4 North. Range 83 Beat,
convened here Wednesday with the prizes Saturday at the
N. M. P.
Meridian, baa filed notice of Intention to
make
baby show, which is reportFor good, sanitary plumbJudge Granville A. Richardson
E.
final live year Proof, to eatablleh casta o
the
will
test,
ing
stand
the
that
jury
abort)
quite
be
no
a
will
success.
to
have
ed
been
lnd
deacribad. before W. J. Curraa.
presiding. There
U. 8. Commissioner m hi oflce at
phon
407
DENTIST
rkw m li
trials and only matters of minor Babies were on exhibition from
on Um lota day of May. 1918.
Over First National Bank.
Claimant namea aa
importance will be heard. It is all over the country and compe
Patrick Quelle. John Flynn. John. M V.ea
Phone .
expected that court will be in tition was keen. A Farwell baby
nnd Mathlaa E. Weta all of Havener, N.
M.
Clovip.
took
New
priz
the other
?.
Mexico.
JMtay 1.
Let us figure on your work
A, J. Evans, KetUrtar,
session for a week.

SUBMIT US YOUR

LOANS

CATTLE

WE WANT YOUR

BUSINESS

R. R. DUNCAN

.

191

4

Sheriff.
S. D. DEAN
D. L. MOYE
FRED FAHSHOLTZ

Stanley J. Clark

County Commissioners
B. L. HAWK of Grady
Gus M. BRYAN of Clovis
W. B. SHIPLEY, Melrose
Dr. J. D. LYNCH of Melrose
J. W. MANNING of Hollene

In hen-h-

1H13.

Swearingin

Tax Assessor
AMBROSE IVY
W. W. MITCHELL
R. B. (Uncle Dick) ALDERSON
H. M. PYLE

9

01(1119.

M

y

w

M.

Superintendent of Schools
Prof. J. M. BICKLEY
radically
Something wrong
is
wrong. District Court in session and the board of County
Commissioners are not. The
records will not look natural unless there is more mileage to

Py.
Looks like a bad year for

the

"inns" judging from election
reports down in the valley. Bob
Dow, a clean cut young man of
Carlsbad has defeated K. K.
Scott for district attorney by
ever a thousand majority in
Chaves and Eddy counties.
Don t expose your ignorance
by calling this "Mexico." This
is New Mexico with especial
emphesia on the "NEW." For
the information of those who do
not know the difference, we will
state that Mexico is a foreign
country with which we are now
about to ko to war,
As yet no one has announced
for Probate Judge on the Demo-

cratic ticket except

the two
Commissioners who gave out
county contracts indiscriminately without bids, thereby losing
the taxpayers thousands of dollars. The fact ako remains that
they have been in office five long
years and seek to perpetuate
themselves at the public pie
counter. Sone good democrat
office could win
who aspires
m

41

.i.e.llr
rva.n.

21

WeTake Special Care Dr.J.B.Westerfie!d

31

2t

W. A. Gillenwater

be-

d.

Osteopath

,

City Drug Store

07.MR

Offlce-a- t

M

1--

13

2

17

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

Sale:-Regisf-

M. BIGGS

;?it'i

p

r

-

Kl

Apr.7-Ma-

regu-regula-

r.

12

Dr. J. R. Haney

Far-we- ll

town-hi-

Plumbing
Work...

M. Chapman

V. J. HIVELY

in,,

At-r- .

11

PARASOLS
Beautiful, Exquisite and Dainty are
the Parasols we have just received.
In the "Japanese", "Castle",
and "Garden" shapes, with
shirred and plain borders, gold
stays, fancy colors and stripes. The
season's newest
85c to $7.00

Again Decrees
Feather Boas for Summer
Fashion

Did you see the good looking ones
that came in early in the week?
They are in white, grey, natural
and black and white. Extra full
stock at
$1.75 and $3.00

Silk Hose in Fancy Designs
being received almost daily. When
you see them you will understand
why they are going out almost as
quickly as we receive them, at per
$1.25 and $1.50
pair

Commencing the First
Price Sale on Spring
r,
to make
Re-duc-

The 98c Shirt Sale

ed

they are going fast.
Do you remember about the quality
we told you of last week? We still
have a few of that same quality.
is still on and

Ready-To-Wea-

room for large shipments of Summer Ready-to-wethat are arriving on each express.

ar

Values to $2.25 at

Beginning Saturday, May 13, 1916

-

98c

-

Sport Shirt Season is here and we
are offering some extra good values
in white and assorted stripes $1.25

Spring Coats, Suits and Dresses all to go at
greatly reduced prices regardless of the fact
that they are some of the season's best models.

Men's and Boys furnishings

In the Coat stock are several classy models in Serges, Motor Cloth, Gabardine, Bengaline, etc., very and reasonably
priced, but to be heavily discounted.

You know we carry a complete line of Furnishing: Goods for Men and Boys; and even
tho we do not call your attention to each ar

The Suits we are offering include the very be it styles in
Taffeta, Moire. Serge, Gabardine. Crepe, Shepherd Checks,
etc. These are bargains at the present price, therefore it
will pay you to investiga e.

tide, we can supply your wants in nvtliinif
to wear and in a quality that will u d the
test. If you are in need of Hose, ' 'liars,
Belts. Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Tit:. Sus-

These Dresses cannot be duplicated in price and material
anywhere; but
to to the volume of summer stock we
are receiving, we feel that we can afford to make this sacrifice. The styles are very new and the materials include
Charmeuse, Taffeta, Mescaline, Crepe, etc,

penders. Buttons, or any of the accessories
to a gentleman's wardrobe, you can find
them here and reasonably priced.

oa-in-

123!

Vacation time will soon be
here and we are prepared
lot of Wash Waists in Voiles, Organdies, Linons, etc.. white with woven
One
The Special Sale of Crepes stripes and figures, also white and colored embroidery. Some
to supply your needs in
trimmed with
and Ratines which was advertised lace and others with frills and colored banding, - - $1.25 values at 98c Traveling Cases. There are
last week has created unusual inin Pique, Palm Beach, Linene, Kahki Cloth, traveling bags in smooth
terest among the ladies; so we have Tub Skirts,
and grained leathers black
decided to continue the sale at the and Shepherd Checks, in white, ecru, tan, check, stripes.
prices quoted.
Values up to
$1.25 for 98c and tan at $2.00 to $12.50
9:
15c values, per yard
Suit Cases is various sizes
19c
30c values, per yard
29c
35c values, per yard
from
$1.25 to $10.00
49s
65c values, per yard
85c values, per yard

EXTRA SPECIAL

! !

C9c

Trunks in all sizes and materials,
some with double trays $4 to $18.

The New Sport Scarfs of Crepe de Chine are
so decidedly different fram anything yet
shown, that they can not be compared with
other fads or fancies. They are absolutely
$1.00
in a class by themselves, price each

Good Quality Umbrellas
$1.00 to $2.50
for men

home with their families, more and the farmer. Without power
The Railroad Employes
time to take necessary rest and to buy, by the laboring classes,
Question
of
the
Side

relaxation and it will make them the farmer lacks a market for
better citizens in every way. It his product.
HERE IS WHERE THE is apparently not necessary that
NOW.
Transp. Bro. Pub. Bureau.
FOR TRAIN freight rates should be increased
Eir.HT HOliK DAY
crews will. help you, mr. to pay any increased wages to
F. B. Payne Honored
shipper!
train crews on account of the
The best place in the world to
The men are asking for a basic eight hour day. A small part of find out
about a fellow is the
eight hour day, which means the millions of dollars which community in
which he lives.
squandered
have
been
in
the
that the trains must make an
Especially is this true if the
by
past
in
payment
railroads
the
average of 12
miles per hour
fellow has resided in that com
in order to avoid payment of of bonuses, commissions, and in munity
for any considerable
overtime instead of ten miles per financial manipulations would, if time.
all, the masses are
After
devoted to the betterment of em
hour as it is at present
quick to appreciate real worth
ployes'
amply
conditions,
offset
Under the present ten hour
and true manhood. This was
day system there is no penalty any inconsiderable increase in fully proven recently when
for working a man overtime; the wages of train crews.
While the railroads may claim large number of freinds and
consequently, if train crews are
they have stopped this sort neighbors gathered at his house
that
kept on the road longer than ten
loaded down to the gaurds with
hours there is no extra payment of thing the enormous waste of many tokens of friendship and
made for overtime other than at money is yet to be paid for and appreciation.
the same regular rate per hour you, Mr, Shipper, are paying
Several hours were spent in
that the trainman got before the your part.
way and many were the
social
is
high
It
railway
time
that
ten hours expired; therefore, the
expressions
of appreciation of
question ot wages is of very omcials should keep their eyes
good
family
this
and regrets at
little concern to the railway on the railroads instead of the their going away
from the
lines, because they are not pay- stock tickers.
neighborhood.
This
was cer
A
public
railroad is a
service
ing any penalty for overtime,
tainly a splendid compliment to
corporation
duty
has
a
to
and
its
and one extra car of freight will
Mr. Payne and family and one
earn enough to more than pay employes and the public as well that was fuily
deserved.
what it costs to keep the men on as to the stockholders.
The labor cost of moving one
the road longer than ten hours.
Rev. Callaway Dead
Consequently, time is of no ob- ton of freight one mile is much
ject whatever with the railway less than it was twenty years
Rev. S. B. Callaway, for three
In law) engineer labor years pastor of
officials. It is simply a question ago.
the First Baptist
G5c per 1.C00 ton
cost
railroads
tonnage
they
as to how mucn
Church of Clovis, died Sunday
can load behind a locomotive, so miles, in 1913 the cose was :5e. at his home in Batesville. Ar.
It is claimed by so.ne railway kansas.
that it will be able to move it.
The information re
officials
that it is impossible to garding his death was conveyed
Now, then, if what the men are
asking now is granted, and an make 100 miles at the rate of in a message received Monday
miles pr h"iir, oat this by Judge VV. A. Havener.
eight hour day is in eifect. with 12
The
claim is ofFset ty tin f.ict ihat funeral
the penalty of time and
was held there Monday
for overtime, the railroads will Z I railroads in t.ie Unite! stiles at four o'clock. The Callaway
mile per family have a host of
move their trains faster, and if are now on m." 12
friends in
necessary make shorter trains, hour basis an.l it should be noted Clovis who will grieve to learn of
to get them over the road and that none oi the.se 24 railroads his death. He was one of our
cut out all of these unnecessary are in the hands of the receivers most beloved of pastors and he
which must prove that ic is not
delays.
did much for the up building of
costing
those roads any consider his Clovis church. A
exposure
The trade strain and
beautiful
to which train crews are subject- able amount to spaed up their floral wreath was sent by the
ed shortens their lives and shat- trains and give their men an Baptist church.
ters their health. Eight hours eight hour day.
All of the wages paid to rail
is long enough for any man to
The special piano sale by the
way
train crews, as well as other
and
labor
such
arduous
work at
Music Co. will be extended
Croft
railway
train employes, eventu
when the eight hour day is in
May
to
17th on account of pav
ally
goes
to
the small merchant
force it will mean more time at
day.
it
(Continued from last week)
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sharing Plan
We have perfected a plan to divide our profits with you.
Just a little courtesy an appreciation of your steady
patronage a small token for the good things you
have said to your friends about our justly
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famous

STATESMAN
Brand

COFFEE
(Now Gas Roasted)

The coffee that comes in the sanitar
keeps in the r
sealed,
tin
mellow flavor and keeps out other fl

Our
Liberal
Plan

air-tig- ht

3 lb. Can $1.00
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Now is the time to buy your supply of GROCERIES at prices that will save you money. DON'T DELAY
:
i: u i
pli tnese prices tney are going to move fast, ani you shDuld take early advantare cf this sreat
If the stack is nnt c.lnsprl nnl" in fh mfntimo
oruU
cnL ,.,ai
M.., tiJ
m cAicjiu
iww oci.s,
...vLwiiuui., tKa
aixy
in. ta"

hu

,.J

.

S3

coffee, per 1 !b. package
Maxvdl house coffee, per pound package
Peaherry coffee, 5 pounds for
Pre iiJt-n-

Dried Peaches, per pound
7c
Trilby Toilet Soap, per bar
7c
Sweetland Syrup and all other 5. lb si
25c
Kike-a-loncoffee, 7 pounds for
Syrup, gallon buckets, as lonrj as they last at
45c
Van Camps early June Peas, per can
9c Swiff. Cotosuer, per bucket
50c
Mississippi
SweeL Potatoes,
brand, per can
6c Crisco, medium r.z?f per bucket
$1X0
c
Walker's Pork and beans, per can
Crisco, small siz:e, per bucket
5Cc
Del fvlonte Peaches, No. 1, per can
11c Jewel compound, 5 pound bucket
60c
size, per can
13c I.Krinkb corn flakes, p- -r package
Blackberries, 2
9c
Victory cut stringless bean?, per can
11c
hree pounds of Soda, best quality
15c
sliced, per can
17c Health Club baking powder, three 25c sizes
Palmata Peaches, No. 2
50c
cling
peaches, per can
Idea! Yellow
13c 15c size, per can 11c, 80 ounce size
60c
19c Jellies and Jams 9c to 20c. Matches o coxes 10c
Ideal Loganberries, 2 2 size, per can
6c
Sniders Macaroni, per package
All other goods in proportion.
Fresh Strawberries on Sale aturday. Mav 13th, at 10c per box.
33c
33c
95c
$1.00
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all
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ture
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Quality First

w HY I AYE H
THE
c HALMEM MONOGRAM
1

prop''

maTo up my mind to "ivo you

w

birst

possible automobile value for your money.
I studied the situation from every unjjle.
When I
to han llie (ilialniers Monogram over
I
so
did
for sulienl, rnek-rihhedoor,
reasons.
my
I am convinced that Chalmei cars combine bij value
and sensible price.
llii"h (llialmers doc not m;ike tliein iuerel- to sell
but to ila sold.
!'i .une. bui
build their
Some automobile
in jos lots. They are m(
buy their engine
h
plants.
factories at all
lint the (Ihalmer :v ii huiii entirely in the (Italmers
!o final assembly.
plant from roiili
TIh- irrat Chalmers plant eomjirises tuenty-lw- o
great,
bnilditigs.
clean, Hiimy
If ou vwr "el into Detroit, i it the Chalmers factory.
tl

-

on

fii'-ton-

r.-

ea-ti-

00K

MY

OVE

at

-

lu (he ehasfis assembly room vou will bear' a din like
the rivet hammers of twenty skyscrapers crashing in
hammer sipiad riveting
concert the compressed-ai- r

Chahnera chassi-- .
In the physical testing laboratory, you will see
instruments of torture ingeniously designed to
crush, twist, stretch, and bend iron and steel. Here
all raw material that goes into the Chalmers car must
first receive unqualified (). K.
Samples of every shipment of steel, iron, bronze, and
aluminum must be found perfect by Chalmers
chemists. Their laboratory is the best equipped iu
the whole motor industry.
up-to-da- te

You'll see the great forge ami foundry. There are
more drop forgings remember in the Chalmers car
than in any other car iu its price class.
The enormous fender press, which cost .S'NMMM),
turns out a graci i'il Chalmers molded lender with
'
blow.
every l7."-tou

Automatic niliin; machines bore ami grind Chalmers
cylinders accurafc to
of an inch.
In tin' Chain: rs heat-treinferno, the roar and smoke
of t!iii! liiin.ars Mii''cs! Nesmius at bat hallimj;
J000 p:r re::l.
at

,cn s here

alert, all nrs,
vou ll see ii:xeetoi
g
(ingrr:-- measurement
on deadl accuracy
arireri with mi rometer, with seleroscope; 2.'2
all toh; and inspection alone costs the
Chalmers company over A'iOO.000 eerv ear.
I

iusi-iirr-

.

ties up with the great
Chalmers organization, vear after ear, by virtue of
the highly developed Chalmers Service.
Kverv Chalmers

car

I

sell

There is nothing vague about Chalmers Service.
Its universal coupon system provides for 100

half-hou-

rs

of free inspection service every year, negotiable
at any Chalmers dealer in the country.
That's the reason why I paid cold cash for a generous
quota of these inagniliecnt ears.

CLAUDE MILLER, President of

Miller Luikart Auto Company
114 West Grand Avenue, Clovis, New Mexico.
IT WILL BE A PLEASURE TO SHOW YOU THE

Prof. W. E. Carroon is here
from Santa Fe visiting hi family and will remain until the 20th.
His family will leave about two
weeks later. Prof. Carroon is
chief clerk of the State Board of
Education.

For Sale
Five acre tract. Has

4 room
house. 2 miles from my store.
Terms. -- A. J. Bodes.
42tf.

want some real good
high
grade Hereford and
extra
Durham cows -- just the money
kind? Th;n see me at once.
Cash or terms, price i.stha same.
Ten percent. J. H. Shepard.
Clovis office News Building.
Do you

Hoes, Hakes and Garden Tools
'I.W'l.

I

I

J

II

ilium

y

Progressiva Club
Mrs. (',. W. Nutter entertained

Phone 442.

STUBBORNNESS HAS
Quality

Not

US UP.

AUTOS-CA- LL

Usually

A

VALUE

Considered

Praiseworthy Is All Right in the
the Progress club last Tuesday.
Army Mule.
The program for the afternoon
Afwas unusually interesting.
Tho far! Dial
umlo In Htubhorn
ter the roll call there was a limy lessen tils value to the average
- but the soldier is Inclined to
round table chut on the various userrttlU)! this trail
Tin; iiiiiId is heine:
ways community effort (can bet- rated above tlw horse fur actual uso
ter conditions in our town. Mrs. under tin- on battlefields, ami is much
Woodward and Mrs. Pike then used by tliu artillery. An untrained
horse, being iiitvoub and lii;h strung.
read papers n "The Property is likely to dash
about madly under j
Bights of Married Women" and lire, but the umle Btubbomly holds his
Mrs. Bridges gave a musical place regardless of the din. The
are now planning to mount a iart
number. Current events closed of their
cavalry ou American mules.
the program. The next meeting A favorite story of the Ilrltiuh artillery Is told of the artillerymen who
will be with Mrs. L. B. Parker.
tried-tguns
H

Cash Market Report
Clovis Creamery

&

Produce

Butter Fat, per lb
" "
Hens
Broilers

..

Turkeys
Eggs

Arthur

" "
" "
" doz

Co.

cts
cts
22 cts
10 cts
cts

2G

10

12

For S. D. Myers Saddles,
Sweetwater, Texas
See
S. J. BOYKIN,
Sad-dler-

Clovis,

y,

New Mexu o.

2

E. Curren

BEST TONSORIAL WORK
AT THE

Ilrit-Ih-

SB

Summer Tourist
Rates

Commencing May 15th until September :J0th. PJlti. th
Santa Fe will have on sale Low Rate Summer Tourist Tick-et- a
to all parts of the country. A rate of $16.25 to Las Vegas and $14.40 to Santa Fe and return has been made ror
this season. For particulars phone 156.

L. R. CONARTY. Aft.

under
retreat with their
a warm attack. Tho gun team of
See the Clovis Creamery for mules stubbornly refused to budgu,
all kinds of garden, field and so in desperation the gunners returned
to the gun and succeeded in beating
46-2- t
flower seed.
Complete stock of well supplies
Barry Hardware Co.

back tUe attack. They were warmly
commended for their valor but admitted that tho praise was properly due
the mules. American Hoy.

We buy chickens, turkeys,
eggs and cream.
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co. f Iron Clad Hosery.
tf
46 2t
A. J. Hsdes

LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

Clovis Barber Shop
Crane & Williams, Props.
Oldest established shop in the
ity
Baths always ready

J. W. HUNTER
Livestock and Commercial

AUCTIONEER
Will ery m

uywhr.

TtiLontStr

Phoaa 43.

Clovis,

Luctwd at
Wwon Yanl.
P 0. Box IK

New Mexico

RAM

3S

SALE!

Beginning Sat. May 13, and Continuing

10

Days

Sale and Our entire stock must be reduced Regardless of Cost.
This is a Bona-fid- e
We will give from 25 to 50 per cent off on everything on sale. It includes
Patterns, Materials, Untrimmed Shapes. Veils, Laces, etc.

5

For Half Price, we are offering: 1 lot of Ribbons,
Rice Net Frames, Plumes, Ostricb Novelties, Ornaments, Quill Feather Boas, Sport Hats, Fancy
banding, Face Veils, 1 lot of Flowers, Braids, Odds
and ends of Silks, Baby Hoods, Auto Caps, Veils.

$1.75
$1.50
$1.00
35 cents
25 cents

$2.25 Chiffon Veils for
$2.00 Chiffon Veils for
$1.50 Chiffon Veils for
50c Boy's Hats for
"
Hats for
35c

Never before have you been offered greater bargains than you will find in this sale. The opportunity is
I. H. L. OSBORNE
yours. Will you take advantage of it?
JS

offering special reduced prices on everything
In the Clothing Department we are also
.
1
4 AA
mm
f
f to 51.UU.
..411line or
oUc
or
at
Middies
A
beautiful
in the house. Your choice
Palm Beach suits just received and specially marked for May buyers.
1

M

)

mm

C

A

WRI GHT

OSBORNE

"The Wright House With Right Goods and Right Prices"
Church of the Brethren
L. E. Shaw is able to be out
Sam T. Yung was stricken
long
confinement
a
again
He
Monday.
after
appendicitis
with
MOTHERS DAY PROGRAM.
an
of
result
hospital
a
as
Dr.
in
by
J.
the
brought
to
town
MAY 14th 11 A. M.
was
recently sustained by Song -- Congregation
B. Westertieki and is being cared injury
getting his foot crushed under a Prayer C. H. Brown
d
for at the
a
for
car wheel, making amputation Rec, Mothers Love Carl Cross
hospital.
It was feared
necessary.
be
might
operation
an
time that
and Fountain Taylor
necessary, although it is thought
Clovis
" Guardian Angel
now that this may be avoided,
R. H. Morrow Hide and Poul-r- y
Baird
Haney-Westerfiel-

-

5?

Few Pay Day Week
Bargains in Groceries !

A

at least for the present.

Co. will pay cash for fat " Remember Mother Thelma
and Turkeys Located at
Hens
Goodwin
Tho I.niliH of the B&Dtist
Phone " Mothers of Men
Carmel
( Ihurch will hold a bazaar at theMcFarlin's Wagon yard.
t
Eaitham
Lyceum rest room Monday and 71.
Song, Nobody Knows Junior
Tuesday. May 15 and 1(5. Ice
girls
The best in oil stoves. Let us
eream and cake will also be
Reo., Before it is too late - Iona
show you.
served.
and Lela Cain and Beatrice
2 h. p gaseline engine, perfect
Eastham
condition,
First check for $25.
" My Mother Esther Burns
takes it. Address box 450. City.
Duke
" My Mamma-Ten- nie
Moses i
" True Love-Ma- rie
Song - By Primaries
Rec. Prayer for Mother's birthday Ferol Anthony
" Mother Love Jewell Cook
AlfiaCary, Myrtle and
Song-- by
Ethel Owen
Rec, Does Anybody Care for
Father?-Claren- ce
Daniel
" The Old Arm Chair -- Ola

-

41-4-

FAT HOGS

We will buy your

fat

We
hogs at any time.
have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in

Clovw and by this means
will be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We

intend paying the highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office
before selling.

Solo

Melton
by Miss Nora Brown

Volunteer testimonies
membrance
Giving out Souvenirs
Song,

When

of

Re-

Uoll is called --

the

Congregation
Benediction A. J. Rodes
Good, old style Graphnphonr
and number of records $Lo. or
will trade for poultry. Box 4,"G.
R. II. Morrow Hide and Poultry Co. will pay cash for fat
Hens and Turkeys. Located at
McFarlin'a Wagon yard. Phone
71.

44-4-

Jot these down on your shopping list.
Fancy Marrowfat peas, can
35c Oriole brand fancy pears

10c

25c

10c
pound can Pink Salmon for
1 pound can Red Salmon for
20c
25c
3 cans Cove Oysters for
3 1 lb cans Monarch baked beans 25c
2 bottles Crown Pickles eet or sour 25c
$2.60
Old Potatoes by th" sack, jurcwt.
Gallon Pie Stuff
40c
Plum, Peach, Apricot, per gal.
50c
Gallon blackberries
A full line of pure fruit preserves in
35c
fruit jars, per jar
Headquarters for Staple and Fancy
1

GROCERIES

J

-

Doughton & Nichols
CALL

A- T-

The CASH SHOE STORE

My gold watch
STOLEN:
from school room desk bearing
the name "Verda." Finder return and receive reward,
Verda Norris Smith.
tf
Take your produce to Clovii
Creamery and Produce Co. for
46 2t
highest market prices.

Morris Grocery Go.
Telephone 25.
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P aint
Glean Up

Tart of the Clean Up and Pnirtt Up Plan Is to
Put Your
in Cood Repair.
Ch,s Itoufr'i Lumber and
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the best known preservative for wood and metal
and if you're prudent you will
use plenty of paint both inside
:ind outside your house.
Paint
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Clean Un and Paint Up, Then

THONE 277.
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Buy Your Screens From Us
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Mound City Paints and Varnishes
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Let Us Supply Your Needs.
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r urniture Lo.

Kice

Phone
86

Make it a part of the Clean Up and Paint
Up Campaign on your own premises
There is nothing that

9
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some K"5'd milH enwa. Cash or
terms, J. II. Shepard at the
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McCride'a Studio. Clovis.

Ijirry tlardware Co.
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Phone
19

SAFETY

COMFORT
.
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FaperYour Rooms Now
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ECONOMY
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See our Refrigerators and Oil Stoves.

to
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Kemp Lumber Go.

Cover most, look best, wear longest, most economical.

Alfalfa Lumber Go.
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and
to cun- m lximam
app'.in.J.
the sufae' to which thoy are
Lot uh show yoa cul ir samples and
quanitics required, whether ymi huy ur not.
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While the campaign nf Clean iu and Taint up on the outfit
of vour pit-- aps is on, don't fortrot the inside of your hoi.ie
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Clean Up and
Paint Up
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Free Matinee for Farmers

Lyceum Theatre

Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning and
Mr. and Mrs. Stout motored to
Grady Friday night to attend
the exercises.
Hew Lovette preached two
sermons at Ruth Sunday.
Hew Lovette stayed with J. T.
Stout Sunday night.
Grandpa.

Talk to Farmers
Mr. Farmer:
Have you a crop of wheat? Do
you need any assistance in harvesting the same, if so. see us. Do you
need any assistance in planting
your spring crop? Have you sufficient live stock on the farm? We
might help you obtain some if you
have not.
We established this bank to
serve the farmer. We want to help
you get better live stock, improve
your farm, and we believe we can
help you in a number of ways if
you will only permit us.
Kindly call in and talk over
any business matter that you may
have in mind.

Blacktower Budget.
Mothers' day will be observed

at Blacktower Sunday.

Commencing Saturday, May 13
One Show Only.

Show Starts at 3:15.

merchants.
Barry Hardware Co.
City Barber Shop
Elite Confectionery
Southwest'n Drug Co.
Vencedora Pool Hall
Joiners Variety Store
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Mandell Clothing Co.
Clovis National Bank
Ogg & Boss Cafe
Alfalfa Lumber Co.
Baker Bros. Agency
Morris Grocery Co.
Walker's Market
Smoke House

type-settin- g.

The Clovis News
Magic City Furniture
and Undertaking Co.
Clovis, spent the past week with

Pearl Hodges, of Washington.
H. Sherwood has been on the
sick list lately.
Little Ruben Watts, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Watts fell
from their windmill and injured
his back.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Trimble are
the proud parents of a new baby
Lincoln Locals
boy, born April 26th. They have
Well! well! as the weather has named the little fellow Earl
been growing warmer, Little Newman.
Cricket will again make her apDurly Houston has been sufferpearance.
ing with rheumatism.
He is
Everyboey is invited to the staying at his sister's home in
Singing convention May 14th at Lincoln.
Lincoln has a fine singing
the Lincoln school house.
Miss Esther Summerfrucht, of school for which we can credit
Snod-derl-
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Yvu will find the Michclin 12

to lj','c header than the average,
the exact prnenlogc depending on
the tizt of the tiiti utcd In tha lot.

Thi extra weight represents extra rubber
and fabric, which means extra service.

Clovis Auto Company
ED. GRAY. Proprietor
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home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Crook, of
Clovis, visited Blacktower Sun

day.
is stocking his
farm that he bought from R. H
Crook, with white face cattle.
Children's day exercises has
not been decided on yet, but will
be some time in June.
Quite a crowd of Blacktower- ites went to House Sunday for
the ball game.
Mrs. R. H. Crook passed thru
Blacktower on the morning train
from Willard, where she had
been visiting her daughter, Mrs.

Washington.
Erma Westfall has been on
the sick list this week.
The pie supper at Lincoln was
well attended, and the proceeds
amounted to $60. The cakes for
the prettiest girl and the home J.

M. Cooper.

brought $25.85, Miss Everybody is still hurrying to
Edna Palmateer and Onie Gilli- - get
their crops planted now.
land being

the winners.
Walter Sparks and wife, of
A singing class has been or
Texas, are visiting his father,
ganized at Lincoln, Prof, G. G.
M. L. Sparks this week.
Vernon as president.
Minnie Cain, daughter, of Mr.
G. H. Palmateer has set out
and Mrs. J. T. Cain, was badly
over 400 fruit trees this week,
hurt when she fell on a stob at
also many berries and plants.
school, striking her forehead
Yes, Wide Awake, this is Leap and cutting a severe gash. She
year, isn't it? How will you is getting along well now.
accept my proposal?
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ramey
I am still Little Cricket.
Moore, a fine boy.
Jack Ross and Mrs. Divis at
Ruth Reporter
Blacktower were married Easter
Mr. Harris and Mrs. Robinson Sunday.
attended Children's Day exercises at Hollene on Easter and
Socialist County Meeting
report a nice time.
All Socialists will take notice
T. B. Stout visited his son M.
that a county meeting of the
E, Stout, at Clovis, the first of
Socialist Party has been called
the week.
to be held at the Yeoman Hall
J, T. and G. R. Stout made a in Clovis June 11th. 1916. at 2:00
trip to Clovis Thursday.
p. m. Matters of importance
Mr. Chitwood is quite sick are to be attended to and we
with pneumoria at this writing. urge all socialists to be present.
E. T. Schwab, County Sec.
Mrs. Robinson is enjoying a
visit from her
and
daughter Mr. and Mrs. J. Q.
For Sale Feed
Williams, of Grady.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning, Mr.
About 2000 bundles ef good
and Mrs. J. T. Stout, Mr. and kaffir. also some good cane
Mrs. Walter Sheridan and I. F. VooA Innnted At residence. 4
Harris called at the Chitwood blocks West of Main St. Inquire
home Sunday evening.
220 N. Merri wether.
A. L. Await candidate for
County Clerk, was shaking
hands with the voters of Ruth,
at the pie supper Friday night,
The pie supper at Ruth was
quite a success. The amount
received was $23.70 which will
be expended for lamps and other
fixtures for the school house.
The cake for the prettiest girl,
bringing $11.00, went to Miss
Elva Garrett and the cako for
the ugliest man brought $1.00
and went to Fate Lewis.
Farmers are all busy planting.
i
Plenty of rain and wheat is fine.
:
School is out and Prof. Thomas
has moved to the Vaughn place
where he will farm this year.
I. F. Harris took dinner with
Mrs. Robinson Sunday.
Wylie (files took supper at
Mrs, Robinson's Sunday night.
(This week )
Farmers are busy planting and
there is a fine season.
J. W. Manning motored to
Grady to attend the Odd Fellows
lodge Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hickman
and Mrs. W. L Gable visited
Clovis Monday,
Mrs. Manning spent Wednesday night with Mrs. J. T. Stout
THIS IS
. Sheridan visited
Mrs. R.
"MUSTY SUFFER"
Hollene Wednesday.
Mrs. Geoege Keenan visited
He will entertain you with his
with Mrs. Robinson Friday after- his funny antics each Friday
noon.
night at the LYCEUM. One of
Mr. Harris and Mr. Robinson the funniest characters on the
attended the exhibition at Grady screen.
son-in-la-
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S. A. JONES, Cashier.

liest boy

OUR SPECIALTY

CATTLE LOANS

Highway Garage
New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings

and Accessories.

& Lindley

Jones

Ford Agents
NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS,

4t-p- d.

6"

G

Just

Arrived

We have just received an
assortment of
Fine Blue White Diamonds
from

1--

4

carat to

1

carats for

Graduation Gifts
Attractively Priced
Other Gifts for Graduation are

Bracelets,
La Valliers,
Bracelet Watches,
Brooches
Rings,
.

New Gentlemen's thin model South Hend and
Hamilton Watches. Fobs, Culf Links, Scarf
Pins, etc. etc. Nothing is as Suitable or Lasting for Graduation as JEWELRY !

the

We will be pleased to have you call and see
new goods.

Denhof

Jewelry

i
i

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
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her

Mr. Chandler

You can secure tickets I
for the free matinee I Prof. C. H. Rogers. His home
is at Melrose.
for farmers by trading
Prayer meeting was led Sunfollowing
with the
day night by Mr. Rogers of

Pleasant Hill Notes.
Before writing any news for
this week and last, I must correct an error which was made in
my notes for the 28th of March
issue. It was as follows: Nearly
m11
of the young people of tkis
community went to Lincoln Sunday. All report that the Sunday
Hchool attendance was unusually
small. It should have been: All
report a good time. Our Sunday
school was unusually small. It
was either my mistake or a mistake in
Nearly everyone is planting.
Winter must be over.
James M. Bickley and an arch
itect, of Clovis, were out at the
school house last Saturday a
week ago. They inspected the
school house to ascertain whether
it would support another story.
The patrons have had several
meetings relative to the new
building. Plans for the new
building were presented Sunday.
The second eight grade examination was held at the school
house last Friday and Saturday.
J. M. Blackwell proved up on
his farm Saturday.
Milton Reece preached at the
school house last Sunday morning.
Several of the Pleasant Hillites
visited Glenn and Bessie
last Sunday.
Our next literary meeting will
be on Saturday night, May 12th.
Everybody is invited.
Wide Awake.

Mrs. W. L, McConnell is suf-

fering with rheumatism

in

Company

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

, Clovis Lodge

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds.

Dining Service.

'W'lk
R. L. Pryor. W. M

Clovis, N. M.

27.

West Grand Avenue.

Clovis Phone

. every
U
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Next door to McFarlin'a

Star Market

CLOVIS.

Luke Morton,

We sell Groceries and soicit your

Whitetower Lodge

Patronage.

W. O. W. No. 36.

Prices.

C. C.

HIGHEST

MARKET PRICE

PAID

-

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.
B. M. Brizendine. Re?

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Clovis Council Praetorians

FOR HIDES

Best Foods, Lowest
- Phone 29.

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty.

Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

FAR WELL

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tueesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

HOUK BROS. Props.

PORTALES,

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

liL
tin

I

Wednesday night.

39a

WAREHOUSES

1244

f mo- .1.

t

W. H. Duckworth, E. R.

Phone

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

No.

Day and Night Phone

Antlers BIdg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E

Manager Clovis Cemetery
14. Both

Phone 32.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
No 31

J. P. Denny, N. G.

Undertaker & Embalmer

are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES
We

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

xSSm

G. V. STEED
Phone

A. F. and

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

Prices Very Reasonable

West Grand Ave.

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

A. M., No. 40

First Class

$

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

KODAKS.

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS. STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

'

qoSL Store

TAg

Telephone 58.

W. II. DUCKWORTH. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.
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law is to
Observations
a
o
Be it known here and now,
(By Observer)
that I am a prohibitionist. I
Saved Girl's life 00 a chap
The Good Book tells us about vote for it. I work for it, but I
o
who, in the long Ions ago will not fall over myself ,to vote
want to tell you what wonderful benefit have
0
aa ceived"I from
the use of Thedford's
writes 0 fell among thieves while journey- for any man who is trying to
from Jericho to Jerusalem. get into office or perpetuate
0 Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills,
0 ingpresume
0 "It certainly has no equal for la grippe, bad colds, 0 fellow whohe was not the firstby self
in office on a false
was trimmed
0 liver and stomach troubles. firmly believe
0 thieves. I know
he is not the
0 saved my littlenn girl's
When she had the
experience
last
to
nn
her
hut
nl
a
such
a8
0 ihfv
rinu
unr ...
Christian Church
..r.,
0
made them break out, and she has had no If ity.
May 14th
0
more trouble,
5? Thieves in the world then.
shall never be without
Sunday School will close at
o
Thieves in the world now. All 10:50. The Baccalaureate
kinds of thieves, from the thief vice will begin at
Let
THEDFORD'S
who is sent to the pen for steal body feel at home with us upon
re-ele-

I

Black-Draugh-

re-

t,"

Ky.

him-

I

I

Black-Draug- ht

life.

in W.

M.

W..V

onnA

.W1 w.

llbUI

calam-

IT.

Black-Draug- ht

I

11.

ing a screwdriver to the thief
who steals a railroad and is sent
to congress. Thieves who twist
in my home." For constipation, Indigestion, headache, dizziyour nose everytime you stick it
ness, malaria, chills and fever, biliousness, and all similar
out of your door. Thieves who
wreck your character if your eye
has proved Itself a safe,
ailments, Thedford's
is taken off your god name for
reliable, gentle and valuable remedy.
a moment.
ht
If you suffer from any of these complaints, fry
A man who will get into office
It Is a medicine of known merit Seventy-fiv- e
or perpetuate himself in office on
years of splendid success proves its value. Good for
a f alse im pression of himself or
. ..
i
t
i
rrrice
young ana oia. ror
j-cents.
saic everywnere.
his opponent ia an
O
or
thief. Some of
the present officers of Curry
county appear more than will-ing, yea dreadfully anxious to
remain at the pie counter. Some
of them ha i e been fattening at
this counter for many years
past, but they would be perfect(JOHNSON BROS.)
ly
if the '"good
people" would permit them to
remain for at least two more
AMBULANCE SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT
years. For this perchance, they
Night Phone 235.
Day Thone 211.
The
should not be censured.
picking is good at the pie counter. But the impression some of
these office holders and office
1
UP-TO-DAseekers are trying to make, is
reprehensible. Ever and anon
plumber from
We have with us a first-clas- s
it leaks out that the present ofAll work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
ficers, especially those whe have
GOODS:
to do with enforcing the law,
WE SELL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
staunch prohibitionist, while
are
N.
O. Nelson Co.,
Cahill Iron Wks.,
their opponents, arc either anti
Kahler Co.
prohibitionist, or doubtful as to
-SSAVE
MONEY
their stand on this question.
US
AND
EE
This same bunch would have us
believe that the only poMible
way to enforce the local option

o
o
0
0
0
0
0

Black-Draug-

ht

Black-Draug-

a
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Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

TE

PLUMBING

-

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

i

0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0

office-seekin-

office-holdin-

g

g

serevery-

this occasion and help to make
this a good service. Christian
Endeavor at 7 p. m. Mothers'
Day sermon at 8 p. m. You are
cordially invited to all these ser-

Your Bank Account
Will receive our CAREFUL and SYSTEMATIC
attention. You will save TIME, WORRY
and DOLLARS by placing YOUR
ACCOUNT in our HANDS

vices.
C. W. Lambert. Minister.

WHY NOT BEGIN AT ONCE ?

Womans Missionary Society
The VV. M. S. of the Methodist
church meets each Thursday
The regular busiafternoon.
ness session is held on the first
Thursday in each month, the
third Thursday is given to social
meetings at which fhe monthly
program outlined in the Missionary Voice is dijeusaeu, the remaining Thursdays are devoted
to the Bible Study Class. All
ladies interested in .these sub
jects are cordially invited to at
tend.
Publicity Superintendent.
News has been received here
of the marriage in Carlsbad last
Sunday of Claude Hackney to a
Miss Higgins of that place. Mr.
Hackney is a Santa Fe brake-mawno formerly worked out
of this point, but is now running
on passenger between Carlsbad
and Slaton, and he haa tmany
friends among the railroad boys
hera who join in wishing he and
his bride a happy married life.
Mr. and Mrs. Hackney will make
their home in Carlsbad for the
present.

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODA1ES"
Capital and Surplus $35,000.00.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited.

STORAGE FREE !
All
CAR
Times.
SERVICE
at
Class
First
O.
Clovis,
Box
New Mexico.
544.
P.
Phones 85 and 152.
All Kinds of

m

Money! Money!;

n,

We

want your farm

loans. Can handle
them on short notice.
See us at'once!

The
Co.
Mortgage
Union
ji j
s jt

mm

Miss Lcrena Connolly
Teacher of Piano and Voice
(Graduate In Piano and Harmon
of Ma Cvnwrvatory. St. Loot.
Voict ttudrnt of E. A. Tauaalc
Mu.ical Art Rule St Uinta. Pupiia
taught from primary court to
Arti.t'a dctfrot.)

Special Course for Music
Teachers. Latest Methods
Used. Music furnished for
all occasions.
Residence 108 S. Calhoun.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
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COUPLING

WITH

SUDAN GRASS GAINING FAVOR

HUSBAND OBJECTS

Plant It Decidedly Drought Resistant,
Making It Wall Suited for the
Bemlarld Regions.

(By J. C. RACRLRMAN.
leare or AMrli-iittnr-

'

V

Missouri Col
k

Tests of sudau grass by the Missouri
agricultural experiment r at Ion during
tbe last two yea.s Indicate that this

TO OPERATION

vayvuir

V-f-

Wife Cured bj Lydia
Pinkham't Vegetable

E

wssaaMBsaiaMaBVsHlaMBaBaBsi
new crop will be of value to Missouri
Compound
farmers, especially In tbe southern
Warning
part of tbe state. Seed may be se
cured from any reliable seedsman, but
Das Moines, Iowa. "Four years ago
ASHINQTON. The department of agriculture of the United
It Is well to take the precaution of
States haa I waa very sick and my Ufa waa nearly
Tv
Issued a warning to tha publlo against credence In
buying northern-growseed so as to
n
ins oociora
...tin.. iiiimiinimmiiiiiiiii spent
avoid the possibility of Introducing
stated that I would
"n omerwise, 01 forecasting weather conditions. Belief In these
'
ihnson grass.
systems, the notice asserts, often WW
never get well with
Sudan grass is a tall, rank growing.
proves disastrous to farmers and mr
ill ont an operation'
It
annual grass closely related to th
other folk whose enterprises are af
HI,
BtVARF. OF
M and tbat without
NEW SWITCH ENGINE MAKE
I would not live one
fected by atmospheric or other weath
EXPERT RAILROAD MEN cultivated sorghums and resembling
,ril
h
FALSI WMTfffJ
year. My husband
Johnson grans. It differs from .Mm
er conditions. Tbe warning against
tnese fallacies says
!"
'Illlllll objeetad to any
Italians Are Considered Among the son grass, however. In not possessing
operation and got
the heavy root stalks or underground
ELECTRO MAGNET EMPLOYED TO
"The latest misrepresentation of
Best That Can Be Employed
wnn-tne some of Lydia E.
grass
so
steins
JJ.S.
Johnson
make
this
now
THE BE8T ADVANTAGE.
character
being
presented
to f
on the Lines,
Pinkham's Vegetadifficult to eradicate in those region
tne people of the country Is an al
1
ble Compound. I took
leged new system of
weath
"The don't-carman is a burden," which are well suited for 'Is produc
It and commenced
tion The plants average from three
er forecasting said to be based on the
Invention of Swiss Engineer Eagerly said Pletro Matteo In a recent address to live feet in
to get better and am now well, an
height
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Mr. Matteo unconsciously set larger than a load pencil. If grown photographed
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Adapted to Work.
tha aid of the modern spectroheliograph the surface pound to any woman who is sick and
forth the reason Italians have become In rows and cultivated, It reaches
run down as a wonderful strength and
PPearance which undergoes alight changes
ch,ttracte'"tlc
so successful as railroad men. Their nnigr.i or troni six to Ino feet on EUT h
To expedite the shifting of cars in
health restorer. My husband says I
greater
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that they are not "don't-carmen."
rence of the sunspot maxima and minima.
If it had not been for your Vegetable
tbe hazards now gonerally associated
Twenty years ago there were prac- planted thinly t stools very freely.
Mrs. Blanch Jefteb
with this work, an ingenious Swiss In- tically no
Certa'"
many
sometimes
producing
100
as
as
"e'a'od Phenomena are represented to be Compound."
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Italians employed on rail- stems
BON, 703 Lyon St, Des Moines, Iowa.
ventor has called to his aid the elec- roads. Today
from one crown.
i iu
uiscovery.
may
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,
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.
numbered
Before submitting to a surgical opera"rixKlna 1. "
tro magnet. So sound were the prin- by the thousands.
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switch engines in the busiest yard
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trust and responsibility.
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be confidential
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success I;, the mire humid regions,
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Cooling It Off.
fitted with Iron cylinders, two at each railroad work and an amazing versatil- tention there as In the drle,- - be tlons warranted,
coiar pnenomena ot tbe kind described do not have any direct
ity in It. They have become actively
end, and placed where they will be
electric fan
Bill I see a pockot-slzupon the weather at any particular time and nlace. and
wheic
Influence
so
re
not
there
manj
ether
hrfnr bas been Invented.
directly In line with the regular buf Interested In every branch of the serv- good hay plnnts
Two nuttings are vbuuuv v luuus tun
ui wcHuier lurecasung.
As
ice.
an
example
runge
of
tho
of
cylfers on ordinary cars. These Iron
To keep money from "burning"
usually mnrie. and under very favor- Spacious references to the moon, to the planets snd to th
nnttmin.. In Jill
inders are wound about with coils of their activities take the following list auie conditions sometimes three or of the sun and Its shafts of radiation alleged to dominate
the pocket, no doubt
terrestrial
occupations
weathor
In
of
which
the
553
Ital
insulated copper wire, and when an
four It has rather wide adaptations are out picturesque irameworics upon which to display weather forecasts for
electric current is sent through tbe inns employed on the West Jersey and as regards so'!, growing successfully
HOW TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
Seashore
railroad
and Camden Term on
cylinder become powerful magnetB
almost every r,oll, from a heavy
and exert sufficient force to hold firm' inal division are engaged:
clay to a light sandIt does best,
Irritation of the Scalp
ly the rounded heads of tho car buf Hufoilvitiion
to Regulate Podiatry Stumped Colonel Hall ItchingWithandCutloura.
however, on a rich,
loam.
Trial Free.
itKMiHiuiit
11
of
ends
outer
fers that fit into the
Two methods of seeding are prac
,
r irm iuihik-- h
j
,.t
Trai-magnets.
The ends of those
these
6; ticed, broadcasting or drilling solid,
On retiring lightly touch spots of dan-BILL t0 regulate the Practlc
Podiatry in the District of Columbia.'
y.
Laborers
magnets, by the way, have dished CromiinK
or drilling In rows to be cultivated, MA
7;
Itching and burning with Cutlcura
Col. U. J. Hall, the chief bill clerk of the house of representatives
druff.
watchmen
;
faces and, with tho car buffers, form ftriclKinen
n ordinary grain drill may be used scratched hit head. This
Next morning shampoo
haa beon the habit of men perplexed slnco Adam Ointment.
Station laborer
flexible joints that permit the train Cur
f
and
seed
to
covered
the
from
thoroughly with Cutlcura Soap and hot
1;
Became wornea aoout tne insidious
to take curves and to allow, besides,
one Inch deep. Where drilled In rows activities ot the first serpent.
water. These
emollients
for a reasonable measure of vertical
During the years that he has been
do much to keep the scalp clean and
KEEPING
DOWN FIRE LOSS a sufficient number of the holes are
movement.
stopped tip to put the rows tho proper connected with the btllroom of the
healthy and to promote hair growth.
When a car is to be shifted the en
distant apart. Where an ordinary house, Colonel Hall has handled bills
Free sample each by mall with Book,
glncer runs his storage battery loco- Railroad Has Organized Its Employees corn cultivator Is to be used, the rows
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept U
and
covering
every
resolutions
almost
Until
Almost
Point
of
Perfection
motive up agalimt the first car of tho
should be from 3ft to 42 Inches apart. topic under the aun.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Has Been Reached.
train to be moved, and just before the
Where seeded broadcast from 20 to 25
But here was a bill, introduced by
four buffers come in contact the elecpounds of seed to tha acre are re Congressman Maher ot New York, to
Apt Mechanic
One of the greatest eastern rail- quired,
tric current is sent through the coils.
while seeding with a drill re- curb the practice of podiatry, and proThe phrase, "apt mechanic," Is good
The moment they touch the effect Is roads had 1,02!) fires on its properties quires about five pounds loss. If posing,
English. Of course It Is. It simply
furthermore, "to protect tbe
as If the cur and the locomotive had last year. The values exposed to loss seeded in rows four to five pounds Is
means "At mechanic or ' good
people from empiricism in relation
The actual sufficient.
been coupled, because when the con wore over $350,000,000.
thereto." The new man in the bill
tact Is perfect each magnet has a grip loss was 1278,730, or less than eight
It Is ustornsry to cui It for hay just
cierk a omce averred be didn't know auch a thing
on
in the District of
cents
$100
each
of
valuos
exposed
pounds.
of quite 3.S00
r
after full bloom and to cure In light Columbia, although he'd alwaya bad his suspicions. existed
girl who proposes to
The
The evils of a citv. ha
Of
441
these
fires
were
put
by
out
the windrows and small cocks. It may also
The engineer, standing in his cab
wine bibber wins if she loses.
pass
an
compiainca,
understanding.
company's
own
employees
before the be harvested with a binder and cured
has complete command of the move
And then it dawned upon Colonel Hall and the bill clerks!
ments of his locomotive and of the arrival of the public fire fighters.
In shocks.
Where grown for seed It
"Podiatry? Why, that's corn doctoring. You know the corn doctors of
Tho employees are organized and Is usually
gripping and releasing of tho cars he
With
a
grain
harvested
is handling. To make or to break his drilled to fight fires. Thoy are provld binder when the first heads are fully our boyhood days?"
Why, of course.
Why dally- along with backache and
hold by means of his magnet buf ed with apparatus suitably placed and ripe.
It la but a commentary on the passing of the old order of thinas. Podiatrv.
kidney or bladder trouble? Thousands
fers he has only to oporate an electric kept always in good condition. DoubtIt seems (although few ever knew it was that), must go the way of sassafras
tell you how to find relief. Hare's a
switch. No one is exposed between less these precautions cost something
case to guide you. And it's only one
herb Juice and the odoriferous aaa- MOISTURE NEEDED BY CROPS tea, bluemass and calomel,
the cars, and shifting can be done Dut it is evident that they "pay."
01 inoiuanaa. forty thouaand Ameribag
bung
warnlngly
fetlda
that
about
one's
Knllghtened
neck.
ease,
not
can people are publicly pruning Doan's
with exceptional speed and
has led the
now
Impossible
say
Just
is
to
why
Kidney I'illa. Surely it ia worth the
Congressman
it
gone
.Maher
to
keep
on the
has
down Its fire loss. Sufficient Quantity at Right Time In
to mention greatly increased safety, railroad
while of any one who bas a bad back,
warpath against that American institution the corn doctor. Perhaps Mr,
The storage battery locomotives at Unfortunately all property owners are
sures Abundant Yields Purpose
who feels tired, nervous and
Maher hasn't a corn; perhaps he has one and it won't come off, or r
liody
Berne have been found very practica not equally enlightened.
of the Fallow.
Hence th
who endures diatreaains urinurr disor
has stepped upon it.
ble, and are more economlral than the need of stricter laws than we have for
ders, to give Doan's Kidney Pills a trial,
steam engines for this work. New enforcing care in fire prevention.
The last year has told us quite plain
It
must always be remembered that fire ly that with sufficient moisture at tbe
Tork World.
Colorado Case
Wilson
Flowers of
White House
loss Is a total Iosb. Insurance merely right time there is practically no limit Mrs.
Mrs. John Brumlev.
distributes the loss from the individ- to the yields of our crops. It has
New Railroad In Lapland.
lit Tweirtn bt., ureo- - irf ftdtJ? Tns I ssfr
ley, Colo., (ays: "I
FAR back aa one can remember White House chatelaines have been deshown us that, at present at least,
A railroad Is projected fur Finnish ual upon the community.
believe I would be
ASvoted to flowers and have taken great pride In having the bit of ground JuBt dead
If It weren't
Lapland in order to make available
there is no shortage ot soil fertility
Doan'a Kidney
for
deposits of iron ore in that region.
and that the determining factor in back of tho right wing planted with tha flowers each bna liked best. Mrs.
Milk ss a Stimulant
Pills. My back began to ache, soon
Roosevelt chose to have it fitted with
The first part to be built, if the
The experience of French soldiers crop yielda Is moisture. What we
followed by bllndlna
flowers, while
scheme materializes, will probably be in the Europcnn war has demonstrated would impress here Is the fact that the
dlrsy apells. My feei
Mrs. Taft preferred only roses.
from the village of Rovanlomi, con that milk is one of tho most powerful summer fallow waa created for tbe
awelled terribly and
the swelllne- extend
The flower associated with Mrs. ed
nected by rail already with the port of stimulants known. So beneficial have purpose of storage and control ot soil
up Into my limbs
Wilson is the large orchid, the cultivaKomi on the Gulf of Bothnia, and been tho results obtained from its use moisture although latterly It has been
and nip. I couldn't
and my nerves
sleep
tion of which in this particular garden
Sukuvaara, 87 miles distant. From Hint the government has urged the put to the more apparent use of weed
were wrecked. After
would be out ot the question. Mrs.
Bukuvaara further extensions of the salo of milk instead of soft drinks to destruction.
doctor's t r e a tment
failed, Doan'a Kid
Wilson has worn the orchid at all soline may be built to the mouth of the soldiers J duty for rest and recre
Because large yields were secured
ney Fills reatorad me to good health."
ciety
Nelda river on the Arctic ocean ation behind the trenches. The great last year from
affairs,
and,
Indeed,
all
times
la
no
land
ft,,'. a A ' BV
alnce her engagement to the president
whence Finland would be enabled to advantage of this fluid as a drink for guaranty that there ii any probabil
export iron ore all the year round. lighting men lies In the fact that it ity that they will be repeated. They
was announced. Before that time she
was usually seen with great bunches
Eleven miles of this link would be stimulates them effectively, neither indicate only that a large water sup
FOSTCsVMUURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
in Norwegian territory. The total befogging their minds, dulling their ply In the eoll will give large yielda.
of violets aa a corsage bouquet, or
length of the line, which would be one sense nor affocting the ateadlness ol The way to be sure of a large water the pure white gardenia fastened somewhere to the left of her throat
The most beautiful foliage as a background for orchids is the maiden-hai- r
of the farthest north in the world, their nerves.
suply is to summerfallow and to do it
would bo 280 miles.
right. There Is much land not pre- fern, which, when separated from tho root, wilts so quickly that it must
8lam's Railroad Development.
pared tor crop. To seed this will be constantly be replenished. It would seem that this has been arranged for la
Court Ruling Reversed.
Slam's new railroad, the Slamest taking a gambler's chance. The only Mrs. Wilson's case by the quantity of potted ferns placed In every available
In 1842 a man entered into an agree- Southern, now has 389 miles of Its line satisfactory and sane method to follow spot throughout the White House, These are sent from the White House Is Growing Smaller Every Day.
ment with his wife to let her keep the opon to traffic, of which 120 was will be to seed what can be properly conservatories, where they are raised to perfection. There are aeveral varie- CARTER'S LITTLE
each one of which seems to be mora beautiful than the LIVER PILLS
children after they had separated. opened during the last year. The total prepared, even though the era Is small, ties of the maiden-hair- ,
are
others.
Later he decided to take the children length of the line, including' branches, and to summerfallow tbe remainder.
responsible
they
The great lawn which stretches from the portico of the White House to- not oniy give reuet.
hlmsolf and was uphold by the court, will be 740 miles, leaving 8S1 miles Farmers' Advocate.
rsrvrrnw
ward the Potomao is pretty well Inclosed in shrubbery and dotted with fine
which declared that "the very being still to be built When completed the
uiey perm a-- M f
ivnniknia
trees of every species. Surrounding tha whole place Is an Iron fence, directly nentlycureCeav
1
and legal existence of the womun Is line will shorten tha tlma required fot
!
liivFH
suspended during marriage, or, at mail to roach Slam from Europe by TEST VALUE OF FLAX STRAW Inside of which Is a hedge of privet, planted during tha administration of tisatiea.
lions
ui
President Taft So rapidly does this favorite hedge shrub grow that It already them foi
least, is separated and consolidated three or four days, and tha Journey
into that of ber husband." The same from tbe port of Penang to Bangkok. Department uf Agriculture Inveatlgat has become a formidable barrier for those who enjoy seeing tha president's
Ing Feasibility of Using It for
grounds, even it they cannot walk upon them. It will not be many more yeara laalgeatlaa, Sck RaasacW, taDew Safe
sort of case came up In New York the capital of Slam, which now consumes
Mak r,g Paper.
before tha White House Inclosure will be aa much walled in as are tbe grounds SMALL FHi, SMALL DOSE, SMALL
ther day, and, referring to this old six to eight days on the water, will
HUOt
law, the Judge said:
around Buckingham palace and tha other homes of Europe's monarcbs.
"We have take two and a half days.
Genuine most bear Signature
The united States department of
emerged from the '.ark ages, during
agriculture has been Investigating the
which married women had the status
Curious Woman.
White House
of slaves and chattels." He gave the
Henpeck says be has never belonged feasibility of using flax Uraw In tho Woodlawn Mansion May Be
child to the mother because, ho said to a club of any kind: ha la not a manufacture of ,aper and fiber board.
tho real test is the welfare of the member of any fraternal order: he It Is estimated that approximately
MANSION, the home of Nellie Curtis Lewis, in the historic
child.
doea not use tobacco In any form; h 1,400.000 tona of flag straw are burned WOODLAWN
district ot Fairfax county, Virginia, will be the "summer
go
year
or
waste
to
each
on
American
a total abstainer from all alcoholic
capital," unless rumor haa run awry. President Wilson and his wife have made fa) constantly growing la favor because II
farms.
drinks, snd be haa eyes for no woman
A Distressing Mistake.
several trips to the Woodlawn neigh
Does Not Stick
Flax la grown chiefly in the Dako-ta- borhood in the past few weeks.
Iron
Did you hear what happened at save bis wife."
and it will not injure the An set fabric. For
Minnesota
and Montana, In which
I know It. And yet she doesnt
Nell Ortmshaw's wedding Thursday
Woodlawn la located about sixteen
laundry
purposes
has
it
ao easel 16 as.
seem to be absolutely sure tbat he Is states approximately l.'.'OO.ooo acres miles south of Washington and there
evening?"
scksgslOb H mora March lor saoe money.
j&i
"No. I've been out of town. I hope an Ideal husband. Curious about wom are devoted to this crop. The actual are splendid roads for motoring be"
DEFIANCE
STARCH
CO, Omaha. Nebraska
seed crop runs about 20,000,000 bush- tween the two points.
an, isn't It?"
It was nothing serious."
els, and the crop of straw about 1.600,-00"It came very near being serious.
The Mexican situation and neces
tona
Has Excellent Record.
sity for frequent conferences with bis
Ebs had Just started down the aisle,
leaning on the arm of her father,
The Empire State Express haa been ' If some practical way can be found advisers over European war problems
using
to
advantsge,
this straw
It that confront him give color to the
when the organist struck up 'Too running for nearly twenty-livyears. for
Much Mustard' Instead of tbe wedding During that time Is has carried almost would add greatly to the value of the gossip tbat tho president may find it
crop.
OOH.. EIGHTS INTH AND OUBTI
The fact that our timber, sdvlrable to spend tha summer nearer
march, and in three seconds nearly 1,000,000 passengers without one fatal tlax
from which most of our paper Is made, Washington than the aummer home
DENVER. COLO.
everybody in the church had begun to accident.
is being used more rapidly than It Is recently selected In New Jersey, and it la possible that Virginia may wreat Liquor and Drug Addictions
tango. Luckily the preacher had the
growing, makes it hlnhlv desirable tbat that distinction from the Northern state.
eurtd by a scientific course of medicarjoo.
presence of mind to turn off the lights
Responsibility Rests on Guard.
Woodlawn mansion waa erected in 180S by MaJ. Lawrence Lewis and his 1 ne oniy piece in Colorado where the
Until a gukrd glvea the signal, not some annual crop snoulu he found
and In a few minutes order was ream
T Raraediee are adminirtertd.
stored so that they could go on with even a station master can authorWe which can take the place if wnnii pulp wife, Nellie Curtis Lewis, and la considered tha stateliest of all of the manor
In the mon'aclnre of papei
houses ot tha upper Potomao.
the departure of a train In England.
the ceremony."
W. N. U DENVER, NO.
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PUTS PRICE ON
HEAD OF DARING

FRENCH AVIATOR
Wants
Government
Dead
Air,"
"Corsair of the

German

or Alive.

LEADER

OF BOMBING RAIDS

Has Cauaed Damage of Grievous Kind
and With Persistency That 8eoms
to Know No Limit Reward of
$6,250 IS Offered.
Paris

-

.Vw.,.,?V

Member

On the head of one man In

the French army tho German govern
ment has put a price. This man has
caused them damage of a grievous

kind and with persistency which seems
to know no limit.
The sum of 25,000 marks ($6,250)
will be paid for Captain X. of the
French aviation service dead or alive.
The French government has been very
careful to avoid giving bin name, and
it Is believed the Germans know blm
only by description.
it was Captain X. who three successive times went to bombard the German powder and ammunition factory
at Rottwoil, In Wuerttemberg. On each
occasion be performed an extraordinary feat.
V The sobriquet of "corsair of the air"
has been given to him. Some of bis exploits partake of the ruthless vigor
of the true pirate.
Captain X. Is the principal loader
of the French bombing expeditions,
and be seems like a hero who has
dropped out of a romantic novel. Danger is his very life, and be plays with
It so that his adventures during the
war have been almost fantastic.
He began by being made prisoner
as a result of an injury to his motor
which obliged him to descend In a neu
tral country, but he succeeded In obtaining his release. When he returned
to France he was sent to the eastern
frontier for active service.
Though he demands much from his
subordinates, he sets a good example
himself. When he goes out with them
for a bombardment each of the ma
chines carries a special sign. He takes
bis position about eight thousand feet
above the object to be destroyed, while
bis companions are discharging their
missiles.
Through his glasses he watches the
results and notes the points wnicn
have been struck and tbe actual damage done and makes a record of it all
When the others
in bis notobook.
have completed their work the captain
descends in a spiral, alms with preci
slon and delivers the final, and gen
erally the most fatal, blows to the
enemy properly.
Guards His Flock.
He waits to Judge the effects of his
work, and then be starts tor home,
escorting his men and acting as a
faithful dog doea to the flock, hurrying
to the assistance of those who may
need it. It Is not without having run
the most serious kinds of risks that be
bas become tbe terror of the Germans.
During one bombardment be fought
with a large German aviatlk armed
with two machine guns. His whole
machine was seriously damaged by
shots, a number of Important parts
of the apparatus being cut and torn,
but be continued on into German territory and went direct to a railway station and factory which he had set out
to bombard, carried out his mission
A and returned safely to his base.
Tbe first time be went to attack tbe
powder factory of Rottwell was on
March 3. 1915. The journey lasted
Ten
five hours and twenty minutes.
minutes after be began tbe attack on
the plant a conflagration was noticed
beneath him, and he realised that he
had destroyed at least an Important
part of It He bad brought four large
shells with hlra and he descended very
low In order to deliver his attack so
that each of the shells struck borne.
One of them landed In the mixing
basin of nitric acid and glycerine and
fell on tbe buildings.
.he others
Flame at once arose and the smoke
hundred feet
made a column forty-fiv-

m

rfi

squad throwing

-

accomplish his task here he dropped
dowu almost to the station roof.
Then came the second bombardment
at Rottwell, on April 16, 1915. Ten
four-incshells were dropped on the
powder factory and caused a fire and
an Intense black smoke which entirely
hid the building from view. Captain
X. remained for a quarter of an hour
above his object at an altitude of five
thousand feet, tantalizing tbe two vertical batteries which the Germans
were aiming at him and the section
of 77 millimeter guns which had been
placed around the factory for its defense after the first bombardment.
Damaged Two Zeppelins.
The French officer returned to bis
camp with eleven shrapnel fragments
In bis machine.
In the same month
he dropped six shells in the great shed
which harbored two Zeppelins, both
of which were seriously damaged. The
three special batteries placed for tbe
protection of tbe sheds fired at him
constantly, but failed to Injure him,
though they damaged his machine to
some extent.
A few months later he bombarded
railway station Indicated as C. He
started out at four o'clock In the morn
ing with five other machines and In
the afternoon he was back at bis base,
took up eight more shells and returned
to attack the station for tbe second
time in the course of one day.
Tbe flight, in which more recently
and for the third time he attacked
tbe powdor factory at Rottwell, was
the most tragic which he ever carried out and at the same time tbe most
successful.
Four other machines were to have
started with bim on that expedition,
but one of them a low days earlier
had attacked a train from only fifteen
foet above the ground and the pilot
was still 111 as a consequence of in
Juries he had received. Another who
was to have gone had trouble with bis
h

QUEER

USE FOR LOCOMOTIVE

Philadelphia Man Riga One Up to
Furnish Power for Compression
of Hay.
Philadelphia. A locomotive with
smoke stack Is being used here
for the compression of bay for the al
lied armies of Europe This plant, tbe
first of Its kind. Is located on tbe banks
of tbe Schuylkill river.
It Is another proof of the fact that
necessity Is the mother of invention.
Orders for 60,000 tons of bay to feed
the horses of the allies were received
by the owner of tbe plant, John H
Irving. He selected the present site
for bis plant and, expecting tbe Phlla
delphia Electric company to furnish
power, bought the necessary machin
ery to begin work only to find, when
ready to operate, that because of un- -
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Lieutenant D., wbo had continued
his way without stopping, now saw
himself surrounded by enemy ma

chines. One of them brought blm
down, to tbe northeast of the town
near tho factory.
This death was considered a sad loss
D.
to tbe French aviation service.
himself several
bad distinguished
times In bombarding expeditions, often
by night, and had been of
boldness
worthy of his chief.
The captain remained alone to ao
compllsh his mission. Instead of turn
ing back, as prudence might have dictated, for be still had a considerable
distance to go before reaching his objective, be persevered all alone against
the German machines and went and
cast his eight shells slowly and with
great care on the powdor factory. All
of them struck true.
His Sad Return.
A thick black smoke at once arose
to the sky, the black smoke which this
same bold pilot saw for the third time
at the same place within a year. He
remained, according to his custom,
for ten minutes over the establish'
ment, in order to make notes of tbe
result of bis shelling, and then he
started for borne, along the same route
by which be bad come, not bothering
to make a single detour to avoid ene
my machines,
The alarm, however, had been given,
and wben be arrived over tbe Black
forest be perceived a veritable curtain
of aeroplanes watting for bim. They
all swooped toward him in the hope of
bringing blm down,
By clever maneuvering he avoided
half a dozen of them, and then he was
obliged to engage In close combat
with two, tbe aecond of which awaited
blm above L. The duel with the latter
i
was n.rtir..i.riv I.IH.P .n.t .ho
.
an h t i. h fnr.in. hi.

,..,.

ei.i..

.rf.o.r.

Quietly he resumed bis way toward
the French trenches, mourning the
death of bis comrades. Near the lines
be perceived French chaser machines
which were awaiting the return of bis
squadron
One of tbem approached and made
signs to Inquire If the other sero- ptanes were coming. The captain with
a gesture of desolation indicated that
there was no one to wait for, as be
wt the sole survivor of tbe expedl
tion. And a miraculoua survivor be
wtLS,
for wben bis machine was ex
amined It was found that the top and
nacelle were riddled with bullets
some of tbem bad even passed be'
tvuen the captain's legs. Tbe supports were cut, the joints broken and
the wings torn by shell fragments,
Wben they spoke to tbe captain
about these numerous Injuries be re
plied simply
"Of course It was to be expected
mat they would wait for me on my re

If
i

turn.1

The following day the German of
llclal communication made this an

uouncem'rt:
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The Test

ten-hou-
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ruminated, ' although n though: of
her in solace."
Feel
Look
The peerless Helena floated In Imagery before nim all tbat day. It was
Clean,
a strenuous one. He came home at
night with blistered hands and lame
Fresh Every Day
and strained muscles, but, oh, how be
ate and slept! His soul awoke as he
learned early next morning tbat the
Drink a glass of real hot watsr
Waynes had returned. His heart gave
before breskfast to wash
a great bound as at quitting time that
lit poisons.
afternoon he threw aside his ax. his
hands were a sight, raw and bruised,
a log bad rolled over bis foot and be
Life Is not merely to live, but te
was quite lame. Just aa be gained live well, eat well, digest well, work
up.
whizzed
automobile
the road an
well, sleep well, look well, what a
Helena Wayne was driving the ma glorious condition to attain, and yet
chine.
how very easy It is If one will only
For you!" she cried In happy, al adopt the morning Inside bath.
most jolly tones, pointing to the lux
Folks who sre accustomed to reel
uriously cushioned rear seat. "Shall dull and heavy when they arise, splitI betray my real interest in a good ting headache, stuffy from a cold, foul
friend and confess that I drove out In tongue, nasty breath, acid stomacn,
tbe bones of giving you a lift, for I can, instead, feel aa fresh aa a daisy
have beard terrible stories of your by opening the sluices of tbe system
martyrdom," and she glanced pitying each morning and flushing out the
ly at the scratched, swollen hands,
whole of the Internal poisonous stagHe wondered, as she drove to me nant matter.
post office, it she was not just showing
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
tbe people of the town that sue was well, should, each morning, before
not a bit ashamed of acquaintance- breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
ship with a man wearing a hickory water With a teaspoonful of limestone
shirt and earning bis bread by tho phosphate In It to wash from tbe
sweat of his brow
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels tbe
The removal from tbe big house to previous day's Indigestible waste, sour
the little one had been effected. It bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleans
was wonderful how accommodatingly ing, sweetening and purifying the enthe harmonious three accepted the tire alimentary tract before putting
Mrs more food Into tbe stomach. The acvast "change In their fortunes.
Dale smiled quietly, bor husband went tion of hot water and limestone phosabout chuckling serenely to himself, phate on an empty stomach Is wonderVance called everything snug and com fully invigorating. It cleans out all the
fortable.
sour fermentations, gases, waste and
And, lo and behold! just as dusk acidity and gives one a splendid ap
set In Helena, who had so accommo petite for breakfast. While you are
datingly and proudly driven Vance enjoying your breakfast tbe water and
home, appeared with her father. b,vi pbosphate is quietly extracting a large
dently the interested maiden had ad volume of water from the blood and
vised Mr. Wayne of the frightful con getting ready for a thorough flushing
dltion of the bands of the novice ax of all the Inside organs.
man. and her father, at one time
The millions of people wbo are both
doctor, had brought a lotion that ered with constipation, bilious spells,
would give the sufferer ease.
tomacb trouble, rheumatism; others
"They're true blue," observed Mr, wbo have sallow skins, blood disorDale, after the Waynes had gone, and ders and sickly complexions are urged
a great glow of comfort settled down to get a quarter pound ot limestone
In the heart of th longing Vance.
pbospbate from auy store tbat handles
It diffused still more intensely as, the drugs which will cost very little, but
Wayne
Miss
second day after tbat.
Is sufficient to make anyone a proappeared at the old pasture lot armed nounced crank on tbe subject of Inwith easel and artist outfit,
ternal sanitation. Adv.
"I want to make a sketch of the old
Forethought.
timber before you devastate the land
acane." she explained to Vance, and
"You seem to be lather busy."
he found for her a comfortable shaded
"Yes. I'm writing a love letter. IV
spot and did little tree chopping that been working on It for more than aa
morning.
hour."
"Why take such pains?"
There was a gloomy day or two for
sunshine
Then
the woodchopper.
"I want to feel sure that If this letand happiness were bis lot again, for ter Is ever read In court it won't make
Miss Wayne appeared, intent on an me look like a fool."
other sketch. She had brought her
Sorry He Did It.
lunch. He, as well, bis own. iney
with considerable trepidawaa
on
was
It
Vance
together
and
put
them
"
approached the shade of
we
that
tion
bliss,
verge
delirious
of
the
Bacon, whom we hod
Francis
Sir
the
of
heard
Wlllard
Miss Eunice
"goings on" up at the pasture lot and crossed the Styx to tntervlow.
"Is it true," we asked, "that yoe
snubbed Helena aa ahe had vance
Little Kitty Darling clapped her bands wrote the plays usually attributed te
when, a month later, the rumor be Shakespeare?"
"Yes." be replied, sadly. "It's true
came current that Helena and Vance
enough, but since I've seen some of
were engaged.
Broadway productions ot my stuff
"I Shall Always Be Your Friend.1
Then one day the gossips were the
bragging about It.
not
I'm
amazed to observe that the Dales
his band, as though there was some were moving back Into tbe old bouse
understood bargain between them, and
and Helena stared broadly as Vance,
winked and even chuckled with lu- Instead of attending his woodcraft
solemnity.
dicrous
duties, appeared at her home with
And now. young man, to shoulder
r
car.
new
for
work
and
ax
the stately forest
"Your
wonderingly,
said,
Why,"
she
living!" he said.
log cabin we
The town was agog the next morn work and the "charming
ing as Vance Dale, wearing a hickory are to build
"All Action!" cried Vance. "Father
ehirt and bearing an ax over bis sturdy
shoulder, started "to work." Mr. Dale Insisted on a test, and you're the one
!
owned a pasture lot, at one end cov- who met it, you dear, darling, chariered by a thick grove of trees. These table, pitying"
i
She stopped his euloglsms wun a
were to be sacrificed for their value as
content.
and
love
true
of
kiss
fuel.
Shades were raised, curtains were
a
opened
were
Bobbie's Prayers.
drawn aside, doors
yelled little Bobble,
"Mother,"
crack. Feminine Wareham stared and
The fastidious, cultured, "come on up and bear ny prayers."
marveled.
luxury-reare"Yes, dear, in just a moment," his
Vance was compelled to
The mother answered. Then she went on
work like a commoo laborer!
Dales bad become poor! They were dealing the cards and became tho
hand.
f
possessor of a good
" loner tne
"Mother,'1 Bobble yelled, while her
P""! ine coio
partner was trying to decide whether
"orld w
to raise the bid to three or not, "come
There were tnree nou.e.
whlcn were of peculiar Inter- - quick and bear my prayers."
"Please be quiet.'' she replied. "I'll
to blm. Since be had come back
cone In just a minute."
nom college ne nao. oeen
and
u.- .w. .... She got It for three In
turee young lauies
Fiw....a the playing proceeded.
lather encouraged mm i
Alabastine is the moil
"Mother, come and hear my pray
tha war to choose a wife. Eunice Wll
and
lard was the most graceful, or rather ers," Bobble pleaded when she led the effective, economical
of hearts, with nothing high
majestic, young lady in the place. She four-sothe
on
r than the nine turned up In the simple wall decoration
had seemed to blm tbe ideal or wom
demonstrated
Vance
has
dummy hand.
market. It
anhood. As be neared her home
"Be still, can't your ahe answered, its superiority in thirty-fiv- e
saw her coming down tbe street. She
noticed blm, paused and quickly re "I'm trying to think."
Her heart lead gave her opponents years use.
turned to tbe bouse.
a chance to get In with a long line of
"A cut a snub!" rather bitterly
Think of it ! No boiling water, no
Vance. "All right fathor spades, and before she could establish
'
added.
It's one of the easiest
glue
six
tricks.
friend.
lost
had
she
diamonds
was
a
ahe
aid
her
slapping
world
exclaimed,
looked
to prepare and
in
the
be
jobs
as
she
grew
brighter
it!"
"Darn
His face
towarda tbe borne of Kitty Darling. her cards down on the table, "how apply Alabastine, and the resulting
She was a sweet, kittenish piece of can you expert a person to do
surface, if ordinary care is taken, ii
such luck?"
humanity. She came bounding out to
solid, streakiest and mat-lik- e.
eager.
heard
Then she went upstairs and
the rustic gate, piquant and
Bobbie's prayers.
His heart warmed towards ber.
"Oh. dear Mr. Vance!" she prattled,
If Thsy Told the Truth.
'I nave cried half the night over the
"I won't be home tonight, dear, I'm
great misfortune of your poverty that
Th Afoef Bmautiful Watt Tint
has come to you. But 1 shall always going to break loose and see If I can
looking
In
you
of
who
being
waa
tired
myself
of
cure
be your friend, for it
And when you consider that yon
troduced me to dear Aleck Wayne. at you."
the most beautiful, mellow,
obtain
me
you
ask
night!
night.
Next time
"Good
and we became engaged last
delicate
"I'm!" almost growled Dale, as he to such a poor dinner, put me along' nature colors, viz., toft buffs,
went bis way. "I don't seem to have side of somebody who Is at least half greem and exquisite blues, ot
impressed ladles as I fancied. As to wlttPd."
thadt you wish by combining shades
"There Is absolutely nothing the of Alabastine, then you'll kniw why
Helena Wayne," and ne glanced at the
roat show olace of Wareham, "of matter with you, madam, except pure Alabastine it one of the moit populat
t
just to maintain appear
course I am clear out of her Bet now. laziness;
to wall decorations with millions of
, The Waynes, as he knew, were out ances and give myself an excuse
couple
of
Paintert and Householders, Decoraa
out
write
of
again,
I'll
the
heard
they
call
of town, out when
tors and Womenfolk, who take a pridt
Dale descent in the social scsle ot prescriptions and charge you five dolin their hornet the wide world ovet.
course they would join the selfish lars."
"1 can't bogln to tell you bow little
Vance felt
tlmaservlni majority.
Co.
The Alabastine
hitter aa he thouaht ot all his l enjoyed your voice; I dont think I
.
3S3 CruaVUU Rd.
Grd RmUU. Mick.
He had aspired ever heard a worse one.''
trio ot charmers.
,
"Darling, life without you would not
most to stately, but
S ton ikt n mm tni dM
be worth living Bay, for about a AUtawiw
u.i
ro bar Albln, h tH r io - "
Life.
Mtuiit Snlm ttt Mim "'
yesrs.'
couple
of
my
be
mind,
out
put
of
her
"I must
MMUW
M Ml k,al AUtaMIH. Ul

UUre)
sMWwtamiiriMmiiiTtirr-"''
motor at the very beginning of tM
flight and bad to return to the line
only
There remained consequently
three. Besides the captain there were
Lieutenant D. and Corporal P.
The three started off together and
followed the Swiss frontier to the
Rhine and then entered the Black
forest and penetrated in the direction
of the Wuerttemberg plant. All had
gone well until they were within a few
miles of the latter, when several GerBy MAY RIDPATH
man chaser machines came out of the
In ton
fog and spread themselves
shape to bar the way to the French(Copyright. UM, by W. 0. Chapman.)
r
men. The latter were carrying a
supply of gasoline and a load
Gentlemen," spoke Robert Dale,
of bombs and their machines conse- arising at the table where bis man
quently were slow and not easily
meats bad just finished their cigars
after the ladles had retired from the
room, "1 am going to announce that
An Easy Target.
They offered a relatively easy target this is the last social function where
and coufd not defend themselves very wo may meet under present pleasant
I am going to give up
Mr. Jacques Montane, conditions.
satisfactorily.
who describes the Incident, says the this house tomorrow and remove to
first to withstand the shock was the more humble quarters.
captain himself, who was attacked by
There
There was a dead silence.
a large monoplane of the type of Lath- was not a person in view who had not
am s Antoinette. Two met were on tor leveral days past beard rumors of
board and tbe machine was well known
Ireat money loss for the supposedly
by the pilots who operated on the A- wealthy owner of the splendid man
lsatian aide. Tbe French officer replied slon that now harbored them, couia
with so much valor that the aggres It be possible that there was a tangisor judged It prudent not to insist ble foundation to these current ruand abandoned him In order to attack mors.
The interested group soon
the machine of Corporal P,
knew, for Mr. Dale continued:
The captain endeavored at once to
"I will remove tomorrow Into the
go to the aid of his subordinate, but more humble and appropriate garden
rapid
tne adversary was much more
er's bouse. You will all be welcome
and after a abort fight succeeded In in our more modest quarters, just as
bringing down tbe unfortunate cor you have been here.
poral. During this time tbe captain
Then, the bland, courteoua host as
was turning and swerving and did not ever Mr Daia motioned them in the
lose a single point of tbe painful direction of the drawing rooms.
drama of which he was a powerful wit
"Ruined!"
ness. But he decided to avenge blm
"I heard be was speculating In war
self.
brides!
off
After the fall of P. he started
'Too bad for the expectations of
on the way to the powder factory with
amiable son of his, Vance Dale!"
that
the determined purpose of making tbe
and like remarks began to go
These
Germans pay dearly for the loss of bis
of tbe guests. Many left
rounds
the
fellow aviator. He flew calmly, scorn
arlv. Some neglected even to ac
ing the enemy wbo had gone above knowledge
the compliment of their in
biro in tbo hope of cutting blm off and
vltatlon. And when they were an oe- of attacking blm, for the first success
t0
Da)e wa,ked
had encouraged the occupants of the
,
. .nd cia,D8d
i

--4

foresecu engineering dlttlcultiea tbe
electricity could not be supplied.
In this emergency, Mr Irving turned
to steam as a driving power, but discovered that there were no boilers
available. He then negotiated with a
railroad company and bought a twen
High.
locomotive, mounted
His next Important bombardment tyseven-year-olv.
a at the railway station which the uim mi,
Frem-a'l'imrltles Indicated as V. To torr is running smoothlv.
e

'

Unaet Officer B. on his first trip
succeeded In bringing down two ene-my aeroplanes which were on a bom
barding expedition.
Tbo third suc
ceeded In escaping."
The German under officer. It Is In- terestlng to note, soon became lieu
tenant and received three decorations,
one being the Iron Cross of the first
clsss, which was given to blm for the
above exploit
Recently this Gorman Officer B. was
dying in upper Alsace wben his motor
stopped, the machine fell and the pilot
was killed. Captain X. gallantly re
gretted the nature of tbe accident to
the German aviator and regretted still
more thai It bad not been left to him
th, deRln of Ue
rsonB,ly ,
tensnt D. snd Corporal P

X
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Another Raid

Outraged Father

(Continued from first page)
settlement. A few miles west
of Glen Springs, an American
patrol of eight men from Troop
A of the Fourteenth cavalry,
ander command of Sergeant
Smith, was stationed. The ban
dits began an attack on the little
temaorarv shack in which the
eight troopers were quartered
before the single sentinel could
raise an alarm. The time was
about

11

--

ST

ft

Kills Betrayer
San Marcial, N. M., May 4.
After brooding all night over
wrongs alleged to have been
done to hit eighteen-year-ol- d
daughter, Patricia, by Jesus
Herrera, Juan Romero early this
morning went to the home of
Herrera and killed him, and then
returned to his own home and
fired a bullet into the head of
his own daughter, inflicting a
serious, but not a fatal wound.
The double tragedy took place
at the little settlement of Val
Verde, just across the Rio
Grande from San Marcial.
Patricia Romero yesterday became a mother. Taxed by her
father to tell who was responsible for the wrong done her, she
charged Herrera with the parentage of her nameless child.
Herrera is about 35 years old,
and only a few days ago was
married to a
young
woman living in Val Verde.

1

o'clock.

"viva villa! viva carranza!"
The attackers rushed madly
the shack, shouting "Viva
Villa!" and "Viva Carranza!"
They were met by a sturdy
defense from the
Americans, however, and failed
in their evident attempt to make
a quick capture of the patrol
on

half-aslee-

guard.
From 11 o'clock that night until after 2 o'clock in the morning. Sergeant Smith fought the
Mexicans from the shelter of
the patrol house. In that time
three of his men, Privates Cohen, Coloe and Rogers, had been
killed, and he and all the rest
Then, the shack
were wounded.
caught fire.

makes heroic retreat
It was impossible to stay long-r- .
Sergeant Smith ordered a
retreat. Two of his men were
so badly wounded they could not
walk. It was necessary to carry
them. Smith and the other four
men not only succeeded in re
moving the badly wounded; they
took out the corpses of the three
dead men and carried them to a
place of safety.
There was a motor truck attached to the canp. The dead
nd the dangerously wounded
men were loaded into this and
lent north toward Marathon, a
jtation on the Southern Pacific
railroad,
tant, in
aid

eighty-fiv-

e

miles

Clothe raft
Not Ordinary, but
With just enough snap to make
them modern, Clothcraft Clothes
are a safe buy for any type of
man.
We dqn't believe

in

"freak"

do the Clothcraft

clothes-heit- her

makers.

well-know-

Extra-ordina- ry

BROODED

But we do believe in giving the
most sensible styles and the most
lasting service at a medium price.

That's why we offer you Clothcraft at 10 to 25. Come in and
see our models for Spring and
Summer.

ANDELL'
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

dis-

the hope that medical
might be secured for the

wounded.
REINFORCED

BY RANCIIKKS

One man left with the truck.

Democratic Precinct
Conventions

The democrat j of precinct one
two others
They re- met at the court house Saturday
treated to the low hills and afternoon for the purpose of
fought from behind rocks and electing delegates to the county
convention which meets Saturmounds of gravel.
While all this was going on, day for the purpose of electing
ranchmen of the vicinity had delegates to the state convention
isard the shooting and hurried which meets on the 24th for the
Jt the scene. Although few in purpose of electing delegates to
number,
they formed
an the national convention which
With will meet next month for the
adequate reinforcement.
the badly wounded and the dead purpose of nominating a candidisposed of, Sergeant Smith and date for President of the United
Fred Dennis presided
his men joined lustily in the States.
fighting again and about 4 as chairman of the convention
'clock, as dawn began, the and Frank Bums as secretary.
The delegates chosen in preMexicans retreated and disappeared.
cinct one are C. E Dennis, G. M.
This was five houra after the Bryan, C. A. Scheurich, A. W.
ghting began.
The bandits Skarda. Milton Reece. L. E.
rode toward the east until they Shaw. C. D. Irvine, H. Mitchell,
They Cash Ramey, Sam Bratton. J. P.
came to Glen Springs.
tooted a general store and killed Noble, C. V. Steed. Bob Thomas,
She
son of 0. G. Frank Beck. A. W. Hockenhull
Compton. Then they proceeded and Arthur J. Whiting. Those
to Boquillas a few miles north of elected from precinct number 9.
:be Rio Grande, where they which includes the south side of
seized supplies and forage, and the city, are Ambrose Iry, J. M.
ode on again.
Stalker, L. C. Morgan. D. R.
Shup. H. M. Wallace. II. L.
CARRY OFF TWO AMERICANS
I'atton. George Roach and Ed
Their next step wa iJeemers. Gray.
The delegates elected
rlere, according to the reports from the Melrose precinct are
received in El I'aio, they
.1. D. Lvnrh.
J. K. Iive. S. M.
the K'.'noral Aura of John Mis, H. v. Adam
nnd Milton
Deemers.
Then th?y crossed Johnson.
The delegates from
rnto Mexico taking with them
the Claui precinct are Fred W.
Oeemers and Louis C.y, a man
Jameo and Sam Pipkin. The
n his employ.
delegates of precinct Number
It is believed that Deemers one were instructed to vote for
nd Coy must have been killed
W. W. Nichols for County Chairtfter being taken to the Mexi- - man. Prof. E. H. Robinson has
jan side of the Rio Graade.
declined to again be a candidate
for chairman. Mr. Nichols election is practically certain.
Clovis
This left Smith and
to engage the bandits.

--

Summer Band Concerts

The cardinal virtues of well made
Shoes, are four in number, if you
want the news.
They are quality, comfort, price
and style, and will be found at
Wiedmann's "all the while"

Just received a full and complete
line of Men's Ladies' and Children's Shoes and Slippers in all
leathers and styles.
Also Men's Work Shoes and Boys
Scout Shoes. They are guaran-

teed to give good service.

Wins Game

A baseball game between the
Lecturer Coming
Clovis and Portales High Schools
.Friday afternoon resulted in a
Mrs. Mary Norris Armor will
rictory for the home boys. speak at Clovis May 21st (SunQuite a number of visitors came day) in the Christian Church at

ap from our neighboring town
the game, which was
the North Park ball
score was 12 to 7
The
rounds.
.n favor of the Clovis highs.
to witness
played at

the morning hour of servcie and
p. m. The
public is invited to attend these
meetings and hear this wonderful woman.

at the Lyceum at 8

A. WIEDMANN.

Johnson's Chamber of Commerce band, which is the best in
the state, has been again engaged for the summer street concerts. The business men have
again contributed a sufficient
amount to insure these concerts
only after Btrenuous efforts had
beei made by others to secure
their entire services for the
summer. These concerts in the
past have proven to be a source
of much enjoyment and the band
has been getting better each
year. Last summer the streets
werecrowoed with people who
came down town Saturday evenings to hear this splendid mosic
and we are glad that satisfactory
arrangements have again been
made for a continuation of this
entertainment,
This is especially appreciated in a town like
Clovis where there are no parks
or places where people can con
gregate in the evenings for a
fenr hours recreation and pleasure, except aithe picture shows.
Credit for raising funds to sup
port the band is due to Ed Mears
who personally succeed in securing the required amount.

n

ALL NIGHT

The disgrace of his daughter
and the impossibility for the
wrong being repaired by her
marriage to the betrayor so
worked upon Romero that he aat
up all night brooding over the
matter.
About C o'clock this
morning he put a pistol in his
pocket and went in search of
Herrera. The latter is said to
have apprenended trouble and
to have attempted flight, but
Romero fired upon him twice,
both bullets striking him in the
inflicting wounds from
back,
which he died shortly afterwards.
Returning from the Herrera
home, Romero entered the room
of his daughter, who was lying
in bed
She attempted to get
out of bed in her weakened condition and to get away from
him, but ho opened fire upon
ier, the bullet striking her in
tha back of the head. The doc
tors say she has a fihtin
chance to recover.
Romero made no attempt to
escape, and on being taken in
charge by a deputy sheriff, admitted the killing nf Herrera
and the shooting of hiu daughter
saying that he had brooded over
the matter all night long and
had deliberately planned to kill
them both. He was taken to
Socorro and lodged in jail.

Reward
Have lost my buggy mare, 4
years old, about 14 hands high.
Both hind feet are white. Brand
V
on left shoulder. $5.00 reward. Deliver to J. A. McFarlin
Clovis. N. M.
H. Southworth.
2t-p- d

Musical
A recital by the pupils of the
New Mexico

Conservatory

of

Music will be given in the Christian church Monday night, May
15th. An interesting program
will be rendered. The Ladies
Band will render several selections during the evening. An
invitation is extended to the
public.
Admission Free.

The News invites tlm attent- of its readers to the Clearance
Ad of Osborne and
Wright vl:ic!i appears in this
On account of the iHto
cold .vprinjr. these Roods have
not moved , fust as ordinarily
and ttie prices that they are offering are unusually low for seasonable goods such as thoso
mentioned.
i

i.

S.-il-

Dot Pcnclergrass Married
Floyd Thomas and Miss "Vol"

Pendergrass
surprised
their
many friends Monday afternoon
by quietly motoring to Farwell
and getting married. It is also
said to have been a distinct sur
prise to Mr. and Mrs. Pender- grass who were advised by wire
by the young couple of their
marriage. From Farwell thev
went to Amarillo to visit for a
week when they will return to
Clovis to reside. Mrs. Thomas
was one Clovis' fairest girls and
was loved by all who knew her.
She graduated from the Clovis
High School and grew to womanhood here. Mr. Thomas, who
has been here a short time, is
employed as machinist at the
Santa Fe shops.
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See the Clovis Creamery for
all kinds of garden, field and
flower seed.
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SELL YOL'RHIDK to R. H.
Morrow Hide and Poultry Co.
They bring the most money
green.
Located at McFarlin's
Wagon Yard. Phone 71.
44-4t

Electric light globes and fix?
tures.

